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By Amy R. Gillentine

Japan and the United States share one of the
most important economic relationships in the
developed world. Why do leaders and
businessmen of the two countries exchange
sarcastic insults and threats? Three MSU
professors examine the complex political,
economic and cultural relationships between

apan's politicians claim American workers
re lazy, illiterate and overpaid; Americans
arge unfair Japanese trading policies are
oking the economy, costing jobs and forcing
to close.
is the troubled political climate between two
·es, whose relationship, experts say, is among the
st important in the world.
"The economies are so closely tied together that a
sneeze in one causes a cold in the other," said Dr. K.
Peter Takayama, a Memphis State sociology professor
born in Japan.
Instead of an atmosphere of cooperation' and mutual
benefit, the air has been filled with barbed insults,
thinly veiled threats and sarcasm. Why do these two
economic superpowers - who are so dependent on one
another - clash so frequently?
Memphis State professors say the answer may lie in
cultural and political differences as well as contrasting
economic and management policies. But experts agree
relations may improve with time and understanding.
"The philosophies are absolutely different," said Dr.
Satish Mehra, a management information systems and
decision sciences professor who has been studying J apanese management techniques for more than 15 years.
:Pr. Mehra says U.S. companies are concerned with
immediate profits, while Japanese industries concentrate on long-term effects - a strategy that yields
significant benefits for Japan.
Arguments and accusations have increased over
the last few years, partly due to the huge trade deficit of
the United States. According to U.S. Department of
Commerce statistics, the United States exported products worth $4.8 billion to Japan in 1991, while imports
from Japan totaled $9.1 billion. Dr. Kenneth Holland,
Illustration by Jessica W. Anderson
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chairman of the Department of Political Science, says
trade policies are to blame for much of the rancor between
the two countries.
"Relations are strained because there is a tremendous
outflow ,of capital from the United States to Japan, which
makes us the world's largest debtor nation. Much of that
debt is owed to the Japanese," said Dr. Holland, whose
research involves the politics of the Japanese-American
trading relationship. "There's a feeling among organized
labor in this country that much of our unemployment is due
to competition with the Japanese. I think what angers
Americans most is it's not a fair competition - there is not
a level playing field because the U.S. market is very open
to Japanese manufacturers and the Japanese market is, in
many respects, closed to U.S. products."

Reasons for Japan's closed trading policies are historical
as well as political. When Japan was recovering from the
devastation of war, its leaders decided the key to rapid
recovery was to build an export economy. The Japanese
people disciplined themselves to consume very little.
"Japanese people work for the good of the group and they
do not exist outside the group," Dr. Holland said. "Americans are more individualistic, while Japanese are more
group-oriented. In my opinion, that is the fundamental
difference between Japanese and Americans."
Dr. Mehra says not all Japanese blame American economic woes on U.S. workers; instead, they attribute the
problems to faulty American management practices.
"The basic problem lies in the way we conduct business,"
said Dr. Mehra, who adapts Japanese management techniques to American businesses. "Japanese techniques will
work with American workers. It simply means a different
style of management and leadership."
American managers should learn a lesson from their
Japanese counterparts, Dr. Mehra says. Japanese management techniques involve managing all resources, both
people and inventory.

"Basically, the Japanese make sure their customers are
happy," said Dr. Mehra. "To do this, they also have to make
sure that their own people are happy in the company.
Japanese people think American management styles are
not conducive to hard work and job satisfaction. From my
studies, I think that is an absolutely correct opinion."
Many of the problems seem to stem from American
misconceptions of Japanese traditions or culture. Different ideas about work and family play a large part in
the conflict.
"The Japanese family is completely different from the
U.S. family," Dr. Holland said. "Basically, fathers have
careers and are totally devoted to their jobs. They work
extremely long hours, six days a week, and take very few
vacations. The mother's job is to raise the children, see they
get an education and manage the household."
Differences in management and manufacturing
techniques may also be traced to cultural roots.
"Anytime a Japanese company takes an action, it
considers the societal effect of the action," said Dr.
Mehra. "It makes sure all its employees understand
that what they do will affect society as a whole.
American companies reflect the individualistic nature of the society: they do what they wish."
Japanese manufacturing methods evolved from
American ideas the Japanese borrowed and refined,
says Dr. Mehra. He believes Americans must take
specific actions to regain superiority in the international marketplace.
"First, American workers need to totally under, stand each and every thing they do for a company,"
said Dr. Mehra. "Secondly, American companies
must learn to improve continuously to please the

customer. Unless these two things are in place, American
companies will never succeed. This requires a total reevaluation of the way we educate managers."
Dr. Takayama, who is now a United States citizen, is
convinced the two societies need each other to remain
economic superpowers. He says Japanese people need
American inventions and Americans need Japanese ingenuity.
''What we have in this country is a tremendously innovative society that generates new ideas and inventions," he
said. "That's why you have hundreds of Nobel Prize winners here. The Japanese may not be as creative as
Americans, but once they adopt the idea, they do much
better - they manufacture, assimilate and produce better
quality."
What will the United States do to counteract the closed
trading policies of Japan? Former President George Bush
emphasized maintaining friendly relations with Japan
while negotiating for different policies. That attitude may
change under the new administration.
"The Japanese government strongly supported George
Bush in the election campaign," Dr. Holland said. "Now
they're concerned there may be a backlash against Japan
in the Clinton administration. They're concerned about
Clinton's promise to become deeply involved in the politics
of the trading relationship. The Japanese are afraid Clinton
will succumb to pressure to retaliate against Japan because of the trade deficit."
Dr. Holland says Clinton has two policy choices: to
concentrate on negotiations or pursue a protectionist policy.
"A protectionist policy would put quotas on Japanese
products sold here," Dr. Holland said. "The Japanese are
afraid of that because it would have a very harmful effect

on their economy.
The other policy
is to simply continue to work
with the Japanese to make
deals that are
mutually beneficial and will result in a lowering
of trade barriers."
Future relations with the
Japanese may be
more harmonious
because of Western influence on
the youth of Japan, says Dr.
Takayama, who
has lived in the
United States for
more than 30
years.
"Increasingly,
Japanese children are very different from my
generation," said
Dr. Takayama, who was the first Oriental professor at
Memphis State. "American music, American movies and
culture - everything is instantly in Japan. My friends in
Tokyo see American movies much sooner than I do here in
Memphis."
Western influences have changed the values of young
Japanese workers as well, Dr. Holland said.
''Younger Japanese are rebelling against the work ethic.
They want to be able to leave their jobs at 5 p.m., to work
only five days a week, to be able to spend time with their
wives and kids," he said.
The hostile climate between the two countries has not
yet resulted in policies damaging the trading relationship.
That, Dr. Holland believes, would be a mistake.
"The two economies are far too connected to break apart
now,"hesaid. "The U.S. andJapanhavea very special, very
important relationship: much of the world's commerce goes
on between those two nations alone."
Dr. Holland says the relationship may become more
amicable.
"I think there will be fewer differences, fewer conflicts in
the future," he said. "There will be more cooperation because the countries will be more alike."
The cultural and economic differences of the two countries are not unsolvable, agrees Dr. Mehra.
"There is nothing in the world that cannot be resolved to
establish a harmonious and congenial relationship," he
said. "All it really requires is open thinking on the part of
both countries." ■

Photo by Mark Copley
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When Eric
Klumpe tells astronomy students at
Memphis State how scientists solved an ailing
spacecraft's problems by boring
a hole in a refrigerator door, he
doesn't have to refer to a textbook.
Klumpe (M.S. '91) knows firsthand
how the problem was solved because he
was there.
Perplexed by a malfunctioning camera motor on the Voyager mission, officials
at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) assigned Klumpe and his colleagues
to investigate the problem and suggest a
solution. Since the spacecraft was hurtling
toward Jupiter, t e scientists were unable to
examine the damaged motor.
"We attempted to simulate conditions of
outer space," said Klumpe, who also worked
for three years on the Viking mission to
Mars and six years on the Galileo mission
to Jupiter. After drilling a hole through
the door of a refrigerator, the research
team placed a duplicate of the balky
motor inside. Encased in the cold environment, the motor was rotated in
the same way it was manipulated
and operated in space.
Sure enough, the malfunction occurred. Carefully
disassembling the
motor, they noticed a

shaft rubbing
against another piece
of metal. In" the frigid
temperatures lubricants had
begun to grow long crystals,
which impeded smooth movement
of the gears. Now the team had to find
a way to solve the dilemma.
"Since you can't go up there and fix the
problem, you have to think of an ingenious
way of working around it," said Klumpe.
"Sometimes, if you feel heating the motor
might improve things, you point that side of
the spacecraft toward the sun for a longer
period. But at Jupiter distances, that's not going to produce a lot of heat. To point a camera,
you need to be able to move it left and right and
up and down. So one option would be to rotate the
entire spacecraft to minimize use of the defective
motor."
A graduate of California Institute of Technology, Klumpe earned a master's degree in aeronautical and astronautical engineering from
Stanford University. He came to Memphis
when his wife was accepted as a radiology
resident at the University of Tennessee,
Memphis. Klumpe enrolled in MSU and
earned a second master's degree in
physics. He has been granted a leave
of absence from JPL, a government-owned facility managed
by Cal Tech, and hopes to return to work on NASA's
Galileo mission,
slated to begin

studying Jupiter's atmosphere, satellites and magnetosphere in late 1995.
"The Galileo spacecraft didn't
launch until 1989," said Klumpe. "I
was one of the principal engineers on
that mission. They usually want to
have some of the experienced personnel around during the early phases of
flight, because they're the ones who
can figure out how to fix things if
something goes wrong. So they're graciously leaving my job available."
For the past two years Klumpe has
taught astronomy, optics, modern
physics and engineering physics at
MSU. He also designed a new course,
Introduction to Astrophysics, offered
for the first time this spring.
"It is very unusual to have someone
at Memphis State who has Eric's background," said Dr. Michael Garland,
chairman of the Physics Department.
"He stepped in after the death of Dr.
(Albert H.) Woollett (MSU physics
professor who died in May ofl 991) and
took over his astronomy courses. Eric
has been invaluable and has done a
greatjob ofteachingfor us. Of course,
he's very familiar with the space program, so by teaching astronomy courses
he has been able to bring that knowledge to the students."
Klumpe says his experiences atJPL
have been useful in the classroom.
"All introductory astronomy textbooks include sections devoted to various missions within our solar system,"
he said. "Our current textbook contains a typographical error - a mixup on dates - that would only be
noticed by someone who had worked
on the mission.
"I've also been able to add some
detail that the textbook doesn't include. For instance, our optics class
deals with a particular subject from a
theoretical perspective. But on the
Viking mission's Radio Science Team,
we actually used some of those principles to do experiments. In Modern
Physics, I discussed some of the general relativity experiments we conducted on the Viking mission. By
bringing this information into class, I
can give students a chance to see how
the theories really work."
Klumpe grew up only a few miles
from JPL and won his first job at the
laboratory as a sophomore at Cal Tech.
"It would be comparable to growing
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hundreds of times on the ground."
Several methods may be used to
test the project, says Klumpe. One
way is to "fly'' the mission using engineering models of the equipment
housed in a "clean room," which is a
dust-free environment. Technicians
and engineers in an adjacent room
manipulate the equipment using computers.
Since the entire spacecraft is computerized, engineers also conduct tests
by programming into a computer
mathematical equations that simulate
the dynamics of
the spacecraft.
Engineers then
run programs
that will be used
in the mission a means of exercising the software. A third
method involves
manipulating the
actual spacecraft
in a clean room.
Klumpe
says

The Galileo spacecraft is
boosted into its
interplanetary trajectory.
The space shuttle Atlantis,
which brought Galileo up
from Earth's surface, is
visible in the background of
this artist's rendering.
Klumpe was one of the
principal engineers on the
Galileo mission, which is
scheduled to reach Jupiter
in 1995.

The Galileo spacecraft passes Jupiter's satellite, Io, on its way into orbit around
Jupiter. (All illustrations and photos for this story courtesy of NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory)

up around Memphis' music industry
or Federal Express or the medical
community," said Klumpe. "It's an influence you take for granted. When I
grew up, my friends talked about space
exploration and working for JPL."
In 1977 Klumpe was hired to work
on Viking, a project that sent four
spacecraft to Mars. Two spacecraft
landed on the surface, while the others
orbited the planet. Klumpe and his
colleagues on the Radio Science Team
used a radio link between the orbiters
and Earth to conduct experiments,
such as measuring precisely the distance to Mars and studying the sun's
atmosphere.
After college, Klumpe left JPL for
nine months to earn a master's degree
at Stanford. He returned to the NASA
facility to work on Voyager. While the
Viking mission has fulfilled its intended purpose, Klumpe says Voyager's spacecraft continue to function.
"Both Voyagers have left our solar
system and are on their way to wher-

ever," said Klumpe. "There's no specific target. They may run into another
solar system after many thousands of
years. Hopefully, they will continue to
operate for a decade or so. Their power
supply comes from a plutonium source,
which will last for a while. Of course,
the farther away a spacecraft is, the
fainter the signals that reach the Earth.
We will have to create larger receiving
stations on Earth to increase our capacity to receive the signals."
The third project, and the one on
which Klumpe spent the most time,
was the Galileo expedition.
"At first, I was part of the design
phase," Klumpe said. "I wasn't one of
those fellows who holds a wrench and
soldering iron; I was an analyst who
mathematically models everything the
spacecraft can do and then confirms
analytically that the design can satisfy the needs of the mission scientists.
Once that was completed, I was involved in the testing phase. This is
where you actually fly the mission

Galileo begins
its long
journey to
Jupiter.
Along the
way, it will
observe
Venus, Earth
and the
Moon. Upon
arrival at
Jupiter,
Galileo will
study the
planet's
atmosphere,
satellites and
surrounding
magnetosphere.

these three tests may take many
years to complete.
"The Galileo mission was already in
the planning phases in 1979 ,''. he said.
"It didn't launch until 10 years later.
As the launch date approached, much
of the activity switched to 24-hour
shifts. The planets don't stop, regardless of whether or not you have fallen
behind in your test schedule. We have
to launch when the planets are aligned
a certain way. So there are no excuses.
You have to complete your work on
time."
Klumpe will be leaving MSU later
this year to pursue doctoral studies in
astrophysics. He hopes to return to
JPL and work on Galileo's flight operations or another mission.
"Working at JPL doesn't pay that
much," Klumpe said. ''You could earn
a lot more in private industry. But you
wouldn't be building things that go to
other planets, either. " ■
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EDUCATION AMIDST

' '
In the counseling profession, the job description changes day-by-day and client-by-client. Counselors deal with

alcoholism, domestic violence, suicide and a myriad of other problems. Two Memphis State professors help
prepare students for challenges they will face in the profession.

T

By Amy R. Gillentine

here are no hard-and-fast rules for dealing with
alcoholism, domestic violence, suicide, depression and
sexual assault. Books and lectures alone cannot prepare
student counselors for the challenges faced in the profession.
"After two years of sitting in classes, reading books and
studying lessons about counseling techniques, I found it
was different when I got out in the real world," said
Dwayne Hood, a Memphis State graduate student who
volunteered at the Family Trouble Center for six months.
"Suddenly, you're nose-to-nose and face-to-face with a total
stranger telling you very real problems. You can't turn
back and see what the book says or ask your professor. It's
real life."
Students in MSU's crisis intervention classes are required to volunteer at one of several crisis ~enters in
Memphis: the Family Trouble Center, the Crisis Center,

12

the Compeer Program or the Memphis Sexual Assault
Resource Center. Drs. Richard James and Burl Gilliland,
professors of counseling and personnel services, teach the
classes and co-authored the textbook. Both professors
stress the necessity of augmenting academic training
with volunteer work.
"When they graduate, our students are ready to take a
job in counseling because they have experience," said Dr.
Gilliland. "They're less afraid. After just a few weeks of
volunteering, they know they can do it."
Available to both undergraduate and graduate students,
the class is highly experiential.
"We want students to get up close and personal," Dr.
James said. "People come in from the field to talk about
counseling and we watch videotapes of the nation's counselingexperts.Oneofthewayswetrytomakethisacademic
training stick is by sending people out in the field. "
Photos by Don and Carol Reber

The counseling experience varies
according to the center in which a
student volunteers, says Dr. James.
For example, students who work at
the Family Trouble Center experience
one of the most unusual programs in
the nation.
Opened in 1990 in conjunction with
the Memphis Police Department, the
Family Trouble Center counsels
batterers as well as victims of domestic violence, says Betty Winter,
director of the center.
"When a person is convicted of aggravated or simple assault because of
domestic violence, the court orders
them to come here for counseling,"
said Winter, who is also an MSU doctoral candidate. "It is required as part
of their probation. We put them in our
anger management groups- sessions
that focus on their emotions, interpersonal relationships and communication styles. They come here for 12
weeks, two-hour sessions each week."
The center, which has only three
full-time employees, is staffed mainly
by volunteers from Memphis State and
the University ofTennessee, Memphis.
Hood completed a 150-hour
practicum and a 300-hour internship
at the center, where he helped lead
anger-management groups and counseled victims of domestic violence. He
says the groups are often confrontational.
"The first two or three weeks are
very lively," Hood said. "These people
are there under court order. Often,
they are bent out of shape about having to come to these meetings. The
first week we put down the ground
rules: they have to be clean and sober;
they have to be on time; they have to
attend two meetings for every one they
miss. After the third or fourth week,
things settle down and people start to
get to know each other. In some ways,
the most important relationship in
these groups is not counselor-to-client,
but client-to-client."
Part of Hood's responsibility at the
Family Trouble Center was to use police reports to identify victims of domestic violence and invite them for
free counseling.
''We try to teach victims self-esteem,"
said Hood. "They need courage; they
need psychological support to help
them get out of the situation. I helped
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one lady who had been beaten by her
husband for 1 7 years - this happened
again and again and again. She said
the reason she decided to get help was
because he was starting to beat her
daughters, who were 11 and 9. She
realized she had to stop it. We give
them a sense of empowerment: 'You
can change things, this is your life."
Winter, whose small staff relies on
the help of MSU students, says the
center has had a high success rate in
the three years it has been open.
"We did a follow-up on a random
sample of 100 former anger management clients," she said. "They had been
finished for a year. Of those 100, only
12 have been arrested again for assault."

Another crisis intervention program
in which students can volunteer is the
Crisis Center, a 24-hour hotline that
deals with an entire range of problems.
"You name it, people call in about
it," said Melissa Goldsmith, volunteer
coordinator for the center. "Relationship problems are the biggest; suicide
is the worst."
The Crisis Center, which receives
about 2,000 calls a month, is staffed by
250 volunteers, many of whom are
students from MSU's crisis intervention class. Often, students continue to
work at the center even after their
class requirements are complete.
Volunteers are required to pass an
interview and undergo extensive

Winter says students are screened
carefully before they are chosen and
then undergo extensive training. About
30 students volunteer at the center
each semester. Winter believes the
volunteer experience combined with
an academic setting is beneficial to
beginning counselors.
"Everyone in the counseling field
needs some kind of training," she said.
"The experience here is extremely
challenging. Dr. Gilliland and Dr.
James are my mentors and champions
in helping put all of this together. It
just wouldn't be possible without the
relationship with Memphis State."

training. They attend two Saturday
classes taught by mental health professionals and then listen to calls for a
few weeks.
"They learn reflective and active
listening techniques," said Anne
Knight, director of the center. "Training is broken down into substance
abuse, suicide, interviewing skills,
family crisis and sex-related issues
and concerns. The groups also roleplay some problems that may come
up."
While the Family Trouble Center
deals strictly with family and domestic violence, the Crisis Center runs the

entire gamut of human problems and
emotions.
"This is a good program to work in
because it's not just sexual violence,
it's not just child advocacy, it's not just
juvenile offenders," Goldsmith said.
''You get a wide variety of all of life's
problems."

Students who work at the Crisis
Center obtain a broad perspective on
the counseling profession, Dr. Gilliland
says.
''You get everything from people who
are suicidal to people who are just
lonely and want to talk," said Dr.

Gilliland. ''You get calls from people
who are having financial problems,
from people who have had family
members die.
"Probably there, more than any
other place, your assessment ability is
going to improve - how to assess
someone quickly and early. It involves

thinking on your feet."
The Crisis Center is one of the first
places students volunteered when
Memphis State's program began in
1975, says Dr. Gilliland. The MSU
program later expanded to include
agencies that meet certain require-

ments.
"We are an educational organization, not service providers," Dr.
Gilliland said. ''We only select certain
places to allow students the opportunity to do volunteer counseling. These
agencies must have qualified people
who have degrees in counseling or psychology and are willing and qualified
to supervise the students. The program has to offer extensive training
and must be an enriched learning situation. We're a counselor education
program. We're in the business of
training counselors. If they're not
learning to counsel in the real world,
under supervision, then we don't want
them there."
The program may function as a
screening device: good counselors remain, while others discover they are
not cut out for the job. Dr. James says
special people are required to deal with
problems such as psychosis, domestic
violence and sexual assault.
"These people are out in the
trenches. They're the ones working in
community agencies, they're the cleanup crew, the shock troops," said Dr.
James, who has been in the counseling
profession for 25 years. "A sense of
humor is a necessity. Ifyou stay in this
business for very long, you need a sort
of gallows humor. You have to handle

some really sad, ugly, mean and heartbreaking kinds of things. Without a
sense ofhumor and a sense ofidealism
- you can do some good, you can help
these people - there's no way to stay
in this business." ■
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'
Elvis Presley has been
cited in America's
courtrooms. Legal
wrangling over the late
entertainer's estate has
prompted groundbreaking laws about the
right to publicity, says
one MSU researcher.

'
I
By Les Seago

E

lvisPresley, who left an indelible impression on American
music, is also leaving his mark
on the law, a Memphis State
professor says.
Disputes over the use of the name
and image of the late king of rock 'n'
roll are helping create a new and valuable right under American law, says
Larry Moore, an assistant professor of
finance, insurance and real estate.
Celebrities' names and likenesses,
thanks to Presley's lawyers and the
ever-present mass media, can mean
big bucks.
"Publicity has become a property
right," said Moore. "It gives a person
who has achieved celebrity status or
fame the right to market this accomplishment as an asset and to profit
from it."
Entertainers, sports figures, retired
generals and even disgraced former
Photo montage by Don and Carol Reber

public officials can earn huge amounts
of money by renting their names and
images to sell perfume, automobiles,
clothing or other products.
And, largely due to the efforts of the
Presley estate and its lawyers, Moore
says, courts and some state legislatures have recognized that celebrities
may pass on control of their names
and images to their heirs.
"If you take the trouble to create a
value out of your image when you are
alive so that you can take care of your
family, then you certainly want to
leave something when you are gone,"
Moore said. "So it makes sense that
you want your family to be able to
control what is done with your image
when you die and to profit from the
marketing value of that image."
Only recently has the right of publicity been recognized in the law, says
Moore. Not all states allow celebrities

to control use of their names and likenesses. Tennessee, home of Presley
and a galaxy of soul and country music
stars, has been one of the leaders in
the publicity rights movement.
Moore, who practiced entertainment
law early in his career, traced the
history of publicity rights in an
article, "Regulating Publicity: Does
Elvis Want Privacy," which appeared
in Fordham Entertainment, Media
and Intellectual Property Law Forum.
In his article, Moore notes that the
right of publicity has grown out of the
right of privacy, another relatively
new development within the law.
"The development of publicity as a
right and as a concept, throughout its
short history, has been intertwined
with the development of privacy and
has alternately been treated as a legitimate offspring of that right or as
an unwelcomed stepchild," Moore
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writes. "In far too many cases, however, publicity has not been accorded
the full independence its economic
worth so demands."
The growth of television and other
forms of mass media has been a key
factor in the exploding value of publicity, Moore says. "It used to be that if
you were a celebrity in 'Bug Hollow,'
nobody knew you in Timbuktu," he
said. "But with mass communication, you can turn someone into an icon
coast-to-coast in a day or two.
"Even the greatest stage
actors were virtually
unknown outside the
population centers before
television," Moore said.
"EdwinBooth'simage was
worthless in Peoria. But
today, he would be recognized in every town in
the country because of
the mass media."
Booth was a member
of a prominent theatrical
family of the 19th century, but he was relatively unknown
outside large cities, even after his
brother, John
Wilkes Booth,
assassinated

letes, entertainers and private citizens have helped shape the right of
privacy. Generally, individuals now
have a right to prevent their names
and photographs from being used to
promote causes or commercial products.
Once the right of privacy was established, Moore says, the right to market
oneself naturally followed. The right
of publicity was recognized only after
several decades of lawsuits.
"It really wasn't until Elvis died
in 1977 -when there were so many
lawsuits filed over the use of his
name and image -that we see this
right of publicity emerge," Moore
said.
One of the earliest Presley lawsuits was about the proposed sale
of miniature Presley statues to finance a life-sized statue of the
entertainer in downtown Memphis.
"In the first two or three
years after he died, the
courts were flooded
with cases,"
Moore said.
"Because of the
Presley name,
it was

Abraham Lincoln.
In his law journal article, Moore
notes that an 1891 New York lawsuit
over a statue of a prominent philanthropist was probably the first case to
deal with the right of privacy. In that
lawsuit, the philanthropist's estate
blocked plans to erect the statue by/
arguing that she was a private person
and would have objected to the plans i
she had been alive.
'
During the past century, numerous other lawsuits involving ath-
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vi duals the right to control their names
and likenesses and to assign that right
to others. The legislation was adopted
after the courts ruled the Presley estate could not control the sale of his
image in Tennessee, although it could
in some other states. The law allows
control of a celebrity's image to be
inherited, allowing the estate to profit.
"When Presley died," Moore
pointed out, "his estate was worth
about $4.5 million. Its worth approaches $100 million today and it
grosses about $15 million a year. That
gives you an idea of the value of
being able to control your name."
State laws and court decisions on
publicity rights are still inconsistent,
says Moore, who favors adoption of a
federal law recognizing that an
individual's name and image may have
value.
"Images sell products,'' Moore said.
"The question is, who has the right to
profit from the use of your name and
photo?" ■
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FOR DOLLARS
By Les Seago

In a controversial solution to spiraling health care costs, one Memphis State economist
proposes legalizing physician-assisted death for the hopelessly ill.

I HOPE THAT YOU
DON'T DIE WELL.

-Ancient Chinese Curse

r. K K Fungworriesabouthismotherwho suffers from Alzheimer's
disease. She is not dying well, and that concerns the Hong Kongborn economist and Memphis State University professor.
"To the Chinese," Dr. Fung said, "people with a terminal illness
are already dead. To cling to the body - the shell - is the purest form of
idolatry. If a person clings on and on to the body, it takes away from what he

D

did during his life."
Because ofconcern about his mother,
Dr. Fung began looking into the
American way of dying. Medical technology, he says, is a mixed blessing.
"We can save lives," he said. "But
medical technology also prolongs
death."
And, he argues, medical technology has contributed to the explosive growth of health care costs in this
country.
In answer to the dilemma, Dr.
Fung proposes legalizing voluntary
physician-assisted death for the
hopelessly ill, allowing patients and
families to reap some of the financial
savings.
Dr. Fung says his plan would help
slow growth of health care costs while
allowing hopelessly ill people to choose
the time for what he calls a "dignified
passage."
"The advance ofhigh-tech medjcine
has been largely made by converting
the terminally ill into the hopelessly
ill," he said.
Dr. Fung, a graduate of the University of Hong Kong who earned a
doctorate in economics at Harvard
University, expects criticism of his
proposal.
"I know this is controversial. But we
have to start talking about how to
control the cost of medical care in this
country," Dr. Fung said.
The proposals are contained in an
article to be published in a forthcoming issue of The American Journal
of Economics and Sociology. The article is dedicated to Dr. Fung's mother,
"who, like many other Chinese, believes that a good death is as important as a good life, but whose
Alzheimer's disease prevents her
from having a dignified exit.
"My sister stays home to care for
her," said Dr. Fung, whose mother
has suffered from Alzheimer's for
seven years. "It's just horrendous. It's
not just the cost in dollars, it's the
time."
Dr. Fung said his mother will not be
permitted to die well.
"This is not the way she would have
chosen," Dr. Fung said. "It is a cruel
death."
Dr. Fung argues that advances
in medical science, combined with
growth of third-party payment
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plans such as health insurance,
Medicare and Medicaid, allow postponement of death at great financial
cost.
Under his proposal, physicianassisted death would be legalized as
part of a system protecting individuals from outside influences by
family, insurance companies or the
government.
"It has to be a personal decision," he
said. "Nobody else can say when it is
time for you to die."
Dr. Fung suggests that before an
individual could be allowed to choose
death, a panel of physicians would
have to agree that further medical
treatment would be futile, and the
decision is not due to outside influences. A psychiatrist would have to
find that the patient's decision was
not due to depression or other mental
ailment.
At the same time, some method
must be found to determine how
much money would be saved by foregoing additional medical treatment,
Dr. Fung says. A percentage of the
savings would be returned to the individual for dispersal to the family or
to charity upon death.
"The existing arrangements for
final passage ... are extremely wasteful," he writes. "Because dignified
passages are illegal, an inordinate
amount of resources are devoted to
postponing final exits. In order to
avoid malpractice suits, hospitals are
reluctant to disconnect feeding tubes
even with clear instructions to the
contrary from hopelessly ill patients."
Dr. Fung notes that since patients
rarely pay directly for medical
expenses, aggressive treatment is
performed regardless of benefits.
Economists estimate as much as 35
percent of the annual Medicare expenditures are made on behalf of the
5 percent of those enrolled in the
program who die within the year.
The cost to individuals has also
risen dramatically, Dr. Fung says.
Between 1977 and 1987, the out-ofpocket cost of health care for elderly
people tripled to 12.5 percent of
annual income. These costs become a
cruel burden to the elderly and their
families, Dr. Fung says.
"Before the hopelessly ill elderly
are eligible for Medicaid funding of

nursing home care, they must spend
most of their life savings ," he
writes.
"Expenditures for postponing
death of the hopelessly ill are inherently cost ineffective because the procedures are expensive but the quality
ofborrowed life so poor," he said. "Ballooning health care expenditures for
the elderly are largely a result of prolonging death. Those over 65 account
for one-third of the country's personal
health care expenditures even though
they constitute only 12 percent of the
total population."
Dr. Fung emphasizes his proposal
is based on voluntary decisions by individuals.
"I know a lot of people will object
to this idea, but a lot of people will
approve," he said. "I think the older
people are going to be more sympathetic."
Dr. Fung contends that permitting physician-assisted death will
not lead to mandatory programs of
euthanasia.
"I don't see that, because you
would have built-in safeguards," he
said. "It's not likely that - so long as
we live in a democracy - any law
could be passed to make it mandatory.
That's about as likely as abolishing
Social Security."
As long as dignified passage remains illegal, Dr. Fung says, there is
no way to know how many hopelessly ill people extend their lives
regardless of cost.
"By legalizing dignified passage,"
he said, "those who want to extend
their lives at all costs could still do
so. But those who want to reallocate
their savings for alternative uses are
given a choice. In addition, their
estates will be augmented by the
converted benefits from their health
insurance and Social Security."
Dr. Fung says his Chinese upbringing allows him to look at death
in a different way than most Americans.
"People in America think of life as
the period while you are breathing,"
he said. "The Chinese believe death
is an inconsequential moment. To
control how you die is the highest
form of freedom. If you value life, you
value the control of how that life
ends . " ■
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··1 cried when I finally
got my degree," said
Burgess ('80). "It was
that important to me a burning desire in my
heart. I always wanted
to have a college education."
For Burgess, who
grew up in a Memphis
housing development,
achieving this goal took
years of hard work and
perseverance. A 1956 graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School, Burgess attended Grambling State University in Louisiana before embarking on a four-year stint in
the Air Force. Returning to Memphis, he attended Owen
Junior College (now LeMoyne-Owen College). In 1962
Burgess joined the Memphis Police Department and was

promoted to detective
four years later. While
working in the detective
bureau, he redoubled his
efforts to complete a college degree.
"It took me about seven years going day and
night," said Burgess,
who majored in criminal
justice at Memphis
State. "I put a lot of
things aside. Because I
had graduated from high
school in 1956 and didn't
go to Memphis State
until the early'70s, I suffered many hardships.
"But as I tell young
kids today, anything
worth having is worth
working hard for. If
you put forth just a little
effort, God will help
you. If you take one step, He'll take three or four for you."
Burgess carries that same philosophy into the streets of
Memphis. As police director, he actively seeks out children
to whom he offers his formula for success. He speaks at
schools; he chats on playgrounds; he regularly returns to
his old neighborhood to talk with local kids.
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did during his life."
Because ofconcern about his mother,
Dr. Fung began looking into the
American way of dying. Medical technology, he says, is a mixed blessing.
"We can save lives," he said. "But
medical technology also prolongs
death."
And, he argues, medical technology has contributed to the explosive growth ofhealth care costs in this
country.
In answer to the dilemma, Dr.
Fung proposes legalizing voluntary
physician-assisted death for the
hopelessly ill, allowing patients and
families to reap some of the financial
savings.
Dr. Fung says his plan would help
slow growth of health care costs while
allowing hopelessly ill people to choose
the time for what he calls a "dignified
passage."
"The advance ofhigh-tech medtcine
has been largely made by converting
the terminally ill into the hopelessly
ill," he said.
Dr. Fung, a graduate of the University of Hong Kong who earned a
doctorate in economics at Harvard
University, expects criticism of his
proposal.
"I know this is controversial. But we
have to start talking about how to
control the cost of medical care in this
country," Dr. Fung said.
The proposals are contained in an
article to be published in a forthcoming issue of The American Journal
of Economics and Sociology. The article is dedicated to Dr. Fung's mother,
"who, like many other Chinese, believes that a good death is as important as a good life, but whose
Alzheimer's disease prevents her
from having a dignified exit.
"My sister stays home to care for
her," said Dr. Fung, whose mother
has suffered from Alzheimer's for
seven years. "It's just horrendous. It's
not just the cost in dollars, it's the
time."
Dr. Fung said his mother will not be
permitted to die well.
"This is not the way she would have
chosen," Dr. Fung said. "It is a cruel
death."
Dr. Fung argues that advances
in medical science, combined with
growth of third-party payment
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"l cried when I finally
got my degree," said
Burgess ('80). "It was
that important to me a burning desire in my
heart. I always wanted
to have a college education."
For Burgess, who
grew up in a Memphis
housing development,
achieving this goal took
years of hard work and
perseverance. A 1956 graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School, Burgess attended Grambling State University in Louisiana before embarking on a four-year stint in
the Air Force. Returning to Memphis, he attended Owen
Junior College (now LeMoyne-Owen College). In 1962
Burgess joined the Memphis Police Department and was

promoted to detective
four years later. While
working in the detective
bureau, he redoubled his
efforts to complete a college degree.
"It took me about seven years going day and
night," said Burgess,
who majored in criminal
justice at Memphis
State. "I put a lot of
things aside. Because I
had graduated from high
school in 1956 and didn't
go to Memphis State
until the early '70s, I suffered many hardships.
"But as I tell young
kids today, anything
worth having is worth
working hard for. If
you put forth just a little
effort, God will help
you. If you take one step, He'll take three or four for you."
Burgess carries that same philosophy into the streets of
Memphis. As police director, he actively seeks out children
to whom he offers his formula for success. He speaks at
schools; he chats on playgrounds; he regularly returns to
his old neighborhood to talk with local kids.
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did during his life."
Because ofconcern about his mother,
Dr. Fung began looking into the
American way of dying. Medical technology, he says, is a mixed blessing.
"We can save lives," he said. "But
medical technology also prolongs
death."
And, he argues, medical technology has contributed to the explosive growth of health care costs in this
country.
In answer to the dilemma, Dr.
Fung proposes legalizing voluntary
physician-assisted death for the
hopelessly ill, allowing patients and
families to reap some of the financial
savings.
Dr. Fung says his plan would help
slow growth of health care costs while
allowing hopelessly ill people to choose
the time for what he calls a "dignified
passage."
"The advance of high-tech med~cine
has been largely made by converting
the terminally ill into the hopelessly
ill," he said.
Dr. Fung, a graduate of the University of Hong Kong who earned a
doctorate in economics at Harvard
University, expects criticism of his
proposal.
"I know this is controversial. But we
have to start talking about how to
control the cost of medical care in this
country," Dr. Fung said.
The proposals are contained in an
article to be published in a forthcoming issue of The American Journal
of Economics and Sociology. The article is dedicated to Dr. Fung's mother,
"who, like many other Chinese, believes that a good death is as important as a good life, but whose
Alzheimer's disease prevents her
from having a dignified exit.
"My sister stays home to care for
her," said Dr. Fung, whose mother
has suffered from Alzheimer's for
seven years. "It's just horrendous. It's
not just the cost in dollars, it's the
time."
Dr. Fung said his mother will not be
permitted to die well.
"This is not the way she would have
chosen," Dr. Fung said. "It is a cruel
death."
Dr. Fung argues that advances
in medical science, combined with
growth of third-party payment
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rarely pay directly for medical
expenses, aggressive treatment is
performed regardless of benefits.
Economists estimate as much as 35
percent of the annual Medicare expenditures are made on behalf of the
5 percent of those enrolled in the
program who die within the year.
The cost to individuals has also
risen dramatically, Dr. Fung says.
Between 1977 and 1987, the out-ofpocket cost of health care for elderly
people tripled to 12.5 percent of
annual income. These costs become a
cruel burden to the elderly and their
families, Dr. Fung says.
"Before the hopelessly ill elderly
are eligible for Medicaid funding of
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When Melvin Burgess joined the police department in 1962 as a walking patrolman on Beale Street, he
never dreamed of being director. Today Burgess heads the entire organization, commanding nearly
1,400 employees. Acollege education, he says, supplied that extra edge.
By Susan Milner

uringmorethan
three decades
of police work,
Melvin Burgess has encountered
many tragic situations.
But it was his 1980
Memphis State graduation that reduced the
normally stoic Burgess
to tears.
"I cried when I finally
got my degree," said
Burgess ('80). "It was
that important to mea burning desire in my
heart. I always wanted
to have a college education."
For Burgess, who
grew up in a Memphis
housing development,
achieving this goal took
years of hard work and
perseverance. A 1956 graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School, Burgess attended Grambling State University in Louisiana before embarking on a four-year stint in
the Air Force. Returning to Memphis, he attended Owen
Junior College (now LeMoyne-Owen College). In 1962
Burgess joined the Memphis Police Department and was

D
Lue1r uves aL au cos~s cuu1u suu au
so. But those who want to reallocate
their savings for alternative uses are
given a choice. In addition, their
estates will be augmented by the
converted benefits from their health
insurance and Social Security."
Dr. Fung says his Chinese upbringing allows him to look at death
in a different way than most Americans.
"People in America think of life as
the period while you are breathing,"
he said. "The Chinese believe death
is an inconsequential moment. To
control how you die is the highest
form of freedom. If you value life, you
value the control of how that life
ends. " ■

promoted to detective
four years later. While
working in the detective
bureau, he redoubled his
efforts to complete a college degree.
"It took me about seven years going day and
night," said Burgess,
who majored in criminal
justice at Memphis
State. "I put a lot of
things aside. Because I
had graduated from high
school in 1956 and didn't
go to Memphis State
until the early'70s, I suffered many hardships.
"But as I tell young
kids today, anything
worth having is worth
working hard for. If
you put forth just a little
effort, God will help
you. If you take one step, He'll take three or four for you."
Burgess carries that same philosophy into the streets of
Memphis. As police director, he actively seeks out children
to whom he offers his formula for success. He speaks at
schools; he chats on playgrounds; he regularly returns to
his old neighborhood to talk with local kids.
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"I try to make a positive impact on
their lives," said Burgess, the father of
twins. "I tell young people where I
came from and encourage them not to
give up. I remind them that you can
get knocked down four or five times
and still get up and win."
Burgess knows about overcoming
adversity. In 1987 then-police director
J .E . Ivy chose not to reappoint Burgess as chief inspector, effectively demoting him to the rank of inspector.
Burgess had been the highest-ranking
black officer other than Ivy. Bucking
tradition, Burgess chose to remain in
the police department as an inspector
rather than retire.
Four years later, longtime friend
Mayor W. W. Herenton tapped Burgess as police director. For a man who
had experience in every department of

and He has His. Whenever it comes,
it's not late. It may be a test to see how
long you can handle adversity.
"I always think about Moses going
to the mountain and coming back. He
didn't ask a single question. That's
why I never questioned what was down
the road for me. I didn't even ask."
Today Burgess steers the agency
with a clear resolve honed by 31 years
of service. A proponent of communitybased policing, he seeks to involve
neighborhood groups in protection of
their community. All Memphians regardless of race or economic situation - must participate to solve the
city's ills, says Burgess.
"Many, many years ago, there were
two boats that sailed into this country," he said. "Some had people there
by choice. And some had people by

Memphis police chief Claude Armour pins a badge on rookie Melvin Burgess. Looking
on is Dr. Samuel Owen, after whom LeMoyne-Owen College was named.

the police force, this appointment culminated a lifetime of achievement.
"We have our own timetable when
we ask God for certain things," said
Burgess, who keeps the 1987 demotion announcement framed on his office wall. "But we've got our schedule
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chance; they didn't have a choice.
"But right now, we're all in one boat.
If one person punches a hole in that
boat, we all sink together."
Memphis, Burgess maintains, has
the potential to prosper if citizens
unite.

"We have all the tools we need," he
said. "All we've got to do is come together, share the same sheet music,
sing the same song and get moving."
The future may depend on community involvement, but Burgess recognizes cooperation alone will not solve
all urban problems. A responsive police force is also essential.
"Memphis is my home," he said.
"This is where I live - right in the
inner city. I built a house at the corner
of Parkway and Barksdale and a guy
broke into my house just last year.
"But I still believe in the system. I
know we've got a lot of work to do.
We've got to go back to the drawing
board and try some new things. But we
can succeed."
Working toward success is a reality
Burgess has experienced firsthand.
He has persevered from walking a
beat on Beale Street to coordinating
five police precincts citywide. He credits much of his success to his wife
Johanna for her unfailing support
throughout their 19 years of marriage.
"I refer to my wife as my best friend,
my confidante, a rock," said Burgess,
who met his wife at Memphis State. "I
think of myself as a baseball player, a
home-run hitter. But I'm also the
strikeout king because I strike at everything.
"Every time I go back into the dugout, there's someone out there clapping for me: that's my wife."
Burgess' strong religious convictions
have also influenced his career decisions.
"I know I got this position through
the grace of God," said Burgess, who
serves as deacon at Metropolitan
Baptist Church. "I know and understand that. I know that I represent
less than one-half of one percent of
people who start at the bottom of the
ladder and reach the top of their profession.
"Because of this responsibility, I
feel that I have to take advantage of
what's happened and do the very best
job that I can possibly do."

Dr. W. Harry Feinstone
Of Molecules and Microbes, Sugar and Soup .. .It's a Fein, Fein World
By Virginia M. Davis

elcome to the
small, small
world of Dr.
W.
Harry
Feinstone, researcher.
Dr. Feinstone is musing about molecules and
cells, sugar and soup.
He's trying to make a nonscientist understand the
significance of a laboratory technique known as
chromatography.
Dr. Feinstoneexplains
that chromatography, a
procedure that separates chemical substances by percolating
them through an adsorbent medium, is one
technology responsible
for the recent explosion
of knowledge in the sci- Photo by Gil Michael
ences.
"Ever since man became curious and inquisitive," Dr.
Feinstone said, pointing his trademark Honduran cigar,
"he has been in search of something. And by far, more has
been learned about our universe and the living things in it
- how they function, what they're composed of, how to
control development and growth - in the past 20 or 30
years than in all of previous history."
This rapid expansion ofknowledge has occurred because
chromatography can separate and help identify infinitesi-
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mal amounts - picograms, for example-of
substances found in
cells. This knowledge,
says Dr. Feinstone, is
helping improve quality
of life for humans and
increasing the availability of plants and
animals.
What's a picogram?
It's a minute unit of
measurement,
Dr.
Feinstone tells the interviewer.
''You can't imagine
how small it is. It's hard
to comprehend," Dr.
Feinstone says. But he
kindly attempts to give
the lay person an inkling of understanding
by using an analogy.
"Now consider a
teaspoon of sugar. It weighs about 5 grams. Don't write
this down as if I invented these things because it has
nothing to do with me," he tells his listener.
"One-fifth ofa teaspoon is a gram. Ifyou take a thousandth
of that, you have a milligram. If you take a thousandth of
that, you've got a microgram. And not only is it too small to
see, it's thousands of times smaller than a single grain of
sugar."
A picogram is even smaller. It's one-trillionth of a gram.
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Yet, Dr. Feinstone says, a picogram
of certain hormones in plants or animals can have a lot to do with development of the whole organism.
"When I first started research in the
'30s," Dr. Feinstone said, "it was done
on the organismal level. Today work is
not only done on the cellular level, but
on a molecular level."
In the '30s Dr. Feinstone used mice
and monkeys for his research on the
new wonder drug, sulfa. Research on
sulfa's effectiveness in treating bacterial infections in humans had
ensued on both sides of the Atlantic,
and young Harry Feinstone, a University of Arkansas graduate doing a
Chemical Foundation fellowship at
The Johns Hopkins University, was in
the vanguard of that research.
The Pultusk, Germany, native came
to the United States with his family
shortly after World War I. His homeland is now part of Poland.
While infections cost countless lives
in the Great War, new miracle drugs
developed in Dr. Feinstone's labs may
have saved thousands of lives during
World War II.
"The sulfa drugs, which came before
antibiotics, provided the first example
of a true chemotherapeutic agent that
could be given to overcome infectious
diseases," Dr. Feinstone said. "Nothing
like that existed before in medicine."
Dr. Feinstone's research on sulfa
compounds continued after graduation
from Hopkins in 1939, when he started
a laboratory for American Cyanamid
Co. For years, most of the clinically
useful sulfa drugs came out ofhis labs.
He went on to help develop more
than 400 therapeutic products, includingthe main ingredient inAnahist,
the first product marketed for treatment of cold symptoms. He also held
the patent for the basic active ingredient of the antacid Di-Gel, and wonders why people make a fuss over the
fact.
"More serious drug research, including patented vaso- and bronchodilator compounds and other infectious
disease chemotherapeutics, was the
area I worked in for most of my pro-
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ductive life," said Dr. Feinstone. "The
Di-Gels of this world cannot be classified as important scientific achievements, but everybody talks about these
because they are advertised on the
national media."
Dr. Feinstone became director of
research and development for Plough
Inc. (now Schering-Plough Healthcare
Products) in 1958. In 1976 he retired
as president of Plough Laboratories
and joined Memphis State as a distinguished professor of research.
Since then, Dr. Feinstone has contributed to the University's growth
through his scientific expertise and
financial resources.
In 1984 his gift of $625,000 helped
institute the W. Harry Feinstone Chair
of Excellence in Molecular Biology,
the first of what are now 19 chairs of
excellence at the University. Dr.
Feinstone has served on the board of
Greater Memphis State Inc. since 1984
and was instrumental in establishing
the GMS Fellowship.
For his numerous contributions, Dr.
Feinstone was chosen to receive the
GMS Walter A. Barret Distinguished
Service Award in 1991.
Dr. Feinstone doesn't dwell on his
accomplishments, however. "I can't tell
you what my greatest achievement has been, except my family," he
said. "I don't know whether I have
any great achievements at all, but
I've greatly enjoyed my involvements at MSU these past years."
For several years Dr. Feinstone's
been "fooling around" with molds and
viruses.
"We haven't got the kind of treatment for viruses that we do for bacterial diseases," he said, "so I've been
working on antibiotics that I've isolated from molds. I thought I would
test them for possible activity against
viruses."
After years of 12-hour days , Dr.
Feinstone eventually found a substance that prevented a certain virus
from replicating.
He grew it in a soup he made. His
recipe is simple:
''You use a little sugar and maybe a

little source of nitrogen and some salt.
From that soup, molds and other microbes will produce hundreds of thousands of chemical substances which
represent its metabolism, just like
your metabolism. My job was to separate whatever was inhibiting replication of the virus from everything else."
He succeeded two years ago, with
the help of self-taught chromatography techniques.
"I haven't fully identified it yet, but
I've got a pretty good handle on it," Dr.
Feinstone said. "It probably has no
practical applications, but it's been
fascinating. I wasn't trained in this
area, but it was challenging to do this
on my own."
Still, there must be something that
stands out over the course of his 80
years that tickles Dr. Feinstone's
pride. When pressed, he's willing to
expound on two accomplishments:
He and his wife, Goldye, have six
grandchildren and became greatgrandparents last November.
The other point of pride has to do
with his three children: Jeremy owns
a restaurant that features in-house
brewing of fine beers; Linda, a former
New York social worker, founded a
successful travel agency; Stephen directs a hepatitis research program at
the National Institutes of Health.
"Stephen has far surpassed me in
achievements," said Dr. Feinstone.
"Last year, I engineered an invitation
to be a visiting scientist at NIH. The
fun part of it was that people from all
over the NIH campus came to see me
because Steve had 'this old man who is
his father' working in his lab.
"I am tickled when, every once in
a while, I get introduced to someone
and they say, 'Feinstone, Feinstone ... are you any relation to Steve
Feinstone?"
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Ballards, Shelby-Skipwith Establish Funds

~ l.2 Million Grant Goes
To MSU, LeMoyne-Owen
The DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund has given Memphis State
University and LeMoyne-Owen College $1.2 million for an innovative
teacher training project focusing on
the needs of urban schools.
MSU and LeMoyne-Owen each received $612,000 to collaborate with
Memphis City Schools and help its
non-certified teachers earn certifica"As an urban institution, we are
dedicated to helping solve urban
problems," said President Lane
Rawlins . "This teacher training
project goes to the very heart of the
problems of. Memphis and every
other big city in the country."
Memphis State's focus in the fouryear project will be on graduate-level
education for 80 new elementary
teachers who will receive salaries
while they undergo 18 months of
training at MSU's College of Education. In return for their training,
the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest
Fellows will agree to teach for three
years in an urban school.

L. McGraw and Patricia Ballard examine a print presented to them in appreciation of
their gift to the Herff College of Engineering. (Photo by Tom Wofford)

A Memphis businessman and his
wife have given Memphis State more
than $230,000 to enrich the engineering program, while his former
employer has established a $5,000
scholarship fund to augment the gift.
L. McGraw Ballard, retired chairman of Shelby-Skipwith Inc., said he
and his wife, Patricia, hope their gift to
the Herff College of Engineering will
stimulate support for the University.
The gift was in the form of stock in
the First American Corp: of Tennessee valued at $234,350. The stock
was sold and the money used to
establish the Ballard Engineering
Enrichment Fund, said Dr. John D.
Ray, dean of Herff College.
Dr. Ray says the fund will be used
for a variety of purposes, including

scholarships, fellowships, travel,
equipment, seminars and recruitment.
Shelby-Skipwith, distributors and
agents for York Heating and Air Conditioning, established a scholarship to
continue what the Ballards began.
''We felt this was a way to continue
the momentum - to convert a onetime gift into a long-term relationship
between Shelby-Skipwith, the people
of Memphis and Memphis State," said
company president Jonathan F.
Wallace. "The scholarship is the best
vehicle we can provide to strengthen
education in the Memphis community."
The Shelby-Skipwith Inc. Scholarship Fund will make available a
minimum of $5,000 annually for undergraduate scholarships or grad~ate
summer fellowships.

For the second consecutiue year, the
Memphis in May Fine Art Poster features
the creation of an MSU alumna. Jeanne
Reynolds (M. F.A. '85) sought to depict the
dawn of a new Russia when she created
Awakenings. Russia is the 1993 honored
country of Memphis in May International
Festiual.
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NEWSBITS
Distinguished Alumni Honored
Six alumni and friends of the University were presented MSU's highest
honors during the 1993 Distinguished
Alumni Awards dinner in March.
Award recipients were: Michael
Jeter ('74), winner of a 1992 Emmy
Award; SL Kopald, retired group vice
president for HumKo Chemical Division of Witco; Dr. Archie McNeal ('32),
a retired librarian with a long and
noteworthy academic career; Boyd
Saunders ('59), professor of art at the
University of South Carolina, whose
prints hang in numerous public and
private collections; and Pauline
Weaver ('71, J.D. '79), an assistant
public defender for Alameda County,
Calif., and leader in the National Conference of Women's Bar Associations.
The Outstanding Young Alumni
Award was presented to underwater
archaeologist Stephen Robert James
('79), internationally recognized for
his professionalism and ethics in retrieving and preserving artifacts and
antiquities from oceans, lakes and
rivers.
Jeter, originally from Lawrenceburg, Tenn., is an actor of television,
Broadway and films. Widely known as
Herman Stiles, assistant football coach
in Evening Shade, he is also acclaimed
for his roles as Otto Kringelein in
Grand Hotel and for his portrayal of a
homeless cabaret singer in The Fisher
King. In addition to the Emmy, Jeter
has received a number of major awards
including a Tony, the Drama Desk
Award, the Outer Critics Circle Award
and the Clarence Derwent Award.
Kopald, a graduate of Washington
and Lee University, has actively supported MSU for nearly three decades.
He was a charter member and former
president of the board of the Memphis
State University Foundation. He has
also served on the Fogelman College of
Business and Economics Executive
Advisory Council. A member of the
President's Club of the MSU Academic
Fund since 1968, he contributes $2,000
annually to a scholarship fund in his
name and the HumKo Doctoral Fel-
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lowship. In 1980 Kopald was honored
with the Distinguished Service Award
from Greater Memphis State Inc.
Dr. McNeal began his career as a
page in Memphis' Cossitt Library. At
MSU, he was sophomore class president and editor of The Tiger Rag. After
receiving a degree from the Peabody
Library School, Dr. McNeal worked at
East Tennessee State College (now
ETSU) and the University of Tennessee. In 1979 he retired as director of
the University of Miami (Fla.) Libraries. A life member of the American
Library Association, he has served as
a member of its executive board, as
second vice president and as chairman
of its Intellectual Freedom Committee. He has also headed state and regional library associations.
Saunders established and developed
the printmaking program at the University of South Carolina. For several
years, he has been involved in conception and execution of a large group
of etchings titled Southern Cross I A

Trilogy. He and his wife wrote a book
about artist James F. Cooper, which
won the Winthrop College Excellence
in Writing Award. Saunders also produced a series of 34 lithographs to
illustrate William Faulkner's "Spotted Horses" in a deluxe, limited edition.
Born in Essex County, England,
Weaver is a graduate of Trezevant
High School in Memphis. Since 1982,
she has been an assistant public defender in Alameda County, Calif. She
has served as president ofthe National
Conference of Women's Bar Associations and California Women Lawyers,
and has headed numerous other professional and civic organizations. In
1992 she was named Criminal Lawyer
of the Year by the Alameda County
Lawyers Club. Other awards include
Distinguished Citizen from Alpha
Gamma Delta International Fraternity and the Salute to Women Award
winner, Oakland (Calif.) YWCA.

Honored by the National Alumni Association are: (left to right, back row) Dr.
Archie McNeal, Boyd Saunders, Stephen Robert James and Jack Kopald (accepting
for SL Kopald); (front row) Pauline Weaver and Michael Jeter. (Photo by Mike
Murray)

Gad Yacobi, Israeli ambassador to the
United Nations, headed a list of speakers
at a conference sponsored by Memphis
State's Bornblum Center for Judaic
Studies this spring. Dr. Stephen D. Benin
(at left) , director of the center, said the
conference examined aspects of
emigration, immigration, acculturation
and assimilation throughout Jewish
history. President Lane Rawlins (at right)
pauses with Yacobi and Dr. Benin at a
dinner held at the president's home.
(Photo by Mike Murray)

MSU's Crime Rate Ranks Lowest Statewide
According to the latest statistics
from the Tennessee Bureau oflnvestigation, Memphis State's crime rate
ranks lowest among four-year public
institutions statewide.
"In fact," said Roger Fowler, director of public safety, "Memphis State is
considered one of the safest campuses
in the nation."
To ensure campus security, public
safety officers patrol 24 hours daily.
The University also sponsors Tiger
Patrol, a student-staffed escort service for students, staff, faculty and
visitors.
In many areas on campus, security
has been improved with high-inten-

sity sodium vapor lights that cast a
brighter beam than conventional
streetlights. Emergency telephones,
located throughout the campus, also
increase safety by providing direct
lines to the Public Safety Office.
Other steps that have been taken
to reduce campus crime include educational programs on avoiding dangerous situations ; placement of
control gates on central parking lots;
the addition of closed-circuit television cameras in residence halls and
an increase in the number of desk
clerks; and implementation of a system to track crime incidents by
location, time and date.

Education Changes Approved
A major reorganization of MSU's
College of Education will emphasize
the training of urban teachers beginning this fall. Academic departments
within the college will be reduced from
seven to five, while two of the eight
undergraduate majors and one of 11
graduate majors will be eliminated.
The reorganization is the work of a
task force appointed by Education
College Dean Na than Essex two years
ago to focus on training teachers for

urban classrooms.
Surviving departments will be
Leadership; Instruction and Curriculum Leadership; Consumer Science
and Education (formerly Home Economics); Counseling, Educational
Psychology and Research; and Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
The plan also calls for creation of a
division of research and development
to encourage development of innovative urban education programs.

GMSHonors
Dunavant and Feisal
Greater Memphis State Inc. (GMS)
awarded its 1992 Walter A. Barret
Distinguished Service Award to former
Sen. Leonard C. Dunavant during the
organization's annual dinner meeting
in February.
Dr. Victor E. Feisal ('57); former
vice president for academic affairs
at Memphis State, received GMS'
Educator of the Year Award.
A state senator for 20 years,
Dunavant is director of the Tennessee
Medicaid Reform Commission. A
longtime champion of public education, he was one of the driving forces
behind a special appropriation of
$26.5 million for the construction of
Memphis State's new library.
Dr. Feisal, who began his career at
MSU in 1959, became vice president
for academic affairs in 1987. During
his tenure, Memphis State announced
a goal of becoming one of the top 100
research institutions in the United
States.
Founded in 1952, GMS is an academic support organization for alumni
and friends of the University.
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Magazine Wins Top Award

NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSQCIATION
BOARD Of DIRECTORS .
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE• ' .
Pres.: Bill Watkins '67 BBA; Pres.-elect: Blanchard Tuai '80
MA; Past Pres,: Carolyn Helm Gates '75 BA; At-large
(1992-93): Ann L Pugh '75 JD; Fred Hooges '61 BS;
George lapides '64 BS; (1992-94): Cato Johnson '10
BSEd; Geqrge Lewis '61 BBA; Bill Freeman '54 BS; Debbie
Bonner '79 BS; (1992-95): Jim Schippers '80 BPS; Jerry
Schroeppel '66 BBA; Ann Stone '72 BA/'77 MS; Al
'
Hollings'(lorth '64 BBA
'

The 11-year-old Memphis State
Magazine, published three times a
year by MSU's Division of University
Community Relations, has won the
Grand Award in an 11-state regional
competition.
Memphis State's entry was named

best in General University Magazines
division of the 1993 Council for Advancement and Support ofEducation's
(CASE) District III judging.
· The University publication took one
of five top awards, besting magazines
published by Georgia Tech, the Geor-

Members of the 1993 Student Ambassador Board gather at the home of President and Mrs.
Lane Rawlins for a reception honoring newly selected ambassadors. (Photo by Tona
Jackspn)
',,

MSU Participates in Wonders Series
Memphis State is giving the Wonders Series a helping hand by
training docents once again - this
time for the largest exhibition in
North America on Napoleon
Bonaparte.
Leslie Luebbers, director of the
University Gallery, and Steve Masler,
art education coordinator for Wonders, taught the docent training ses-
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sions for the fourth exhibit in "Wonders: The Memphis International
Cultural Series." Training was offered
through MSU's Continuing Education
Department.
The exhibit about the general and
emperor continues through Sept. 22 at
the Meniphis Cook Convention Center.
In conjunction with the exhibit,
Memphis State's University Gallery is

DlRECTORS-AT-LARQE .,
Pos, 1: Michele Dote Merritt '83 BEd; Pos. 2: Ray Mulli~s1
'70 BA; Pos. 3: Gary Nickerson ',? BBA; Pos. 4: John Perry
'77 BSCE; Pos. 5: Bruce Youn.9 '84 BAf90 MPA

giaBoardofRegents, the University of
Louisville and the University of Miami.
MSU's magazine will be housed
permanently at the CASE District III
archives in Atlanta.

hosting"N apoleon: The Hero's Return,
Popular Images from Epinal." The
prints (two of which are reproduced
below), on loan from the Jack P. Mayer
Collection, will be displayed through
Aug. 15.
MSU's gallery is open Tuesday
through Friday from 9 a.m. until 5
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 1
p.m. until 5 p.m. Admission is free.

A.i.nbassadors R~present University '
"I'm sorry, but Mr. Cruise and Mr. Hackman are unavailable for autographs at this time." "Welcome to the Pyramid and the President's Skybox.
We hope you enjoy the Great Midwest Tournament." "I'm glad you're here
at Memphis State today, Please enjoy your campus tour, and if you have
any questions, please don't hesitate to ask." Phrases such as these are often
used by Student Ambassadors in their duties as official hosts and hostesses
.o f the University.
The Student Ambassador Board, a constituent chapter of the National
Alumni Association, is involved in many official events that take place on
campus, at President Rawlins' home, or elsewhere in Memphis. Ambassadors assisted with the Tennessee Board of Regents' visit in March, and have
often been present in the President's Box at The Pyramid.
One of the highlight~ of the past academic year was the chance to assist
in the filming of The Firm. When scenes for the movie were shot on campus,
ambassadors helped with crowd control and prevented star-gazers from
disrupting the shooting. Several ambassadors assisted the crew at other
Memphis locations as well.
Members of the board are involved in a number of other activities. The
major event of the year is Mudball, the annual volleyball tournament
staged in six inches of mud. The 1993 tournament, the 10th edition of this
messy ritual, is set for Saturday, Oct. 2. Other events include Christmas
Kidnap, campus tours, Alum Run, Parents Day and Summer Weekend. ·
Thirty-three new ambassadors were recently selected, bringing the total
to more than 70 students. All members were honored at a reception at the ,
President's home.
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COLUMNS

DISTRICT DIRECTORS
I: Kevin Roper '82 BA (Cordova, TN); Ht Ron Dougan '76 BS
(Jackson, TN); Ill: Ken Seaton '85 BBA (Adamsville, TN); IV:
Bob Alsoblook '73 BBA (Humboldt, TN) ; V: Fredricka
Robertson Schleifer '65 BA (Union City, TN); VI: Wayne
Armstrong '61 BSf 61 MA (Brentwood, TN)i VII: Richard ,
Bonnington '75 JD (Chattanopga, TN) ; VIII: David A. Colins
Jr. '82 BBA (Matthews, NC); IX: Ron Hart '81 BBA (Atlanta,
GA); X: TBA; XI: Larry LaRue '72 BBA (Arlington, TX); XII:
Tom Gerdes '61 BBA (Evergre~n. CO); XIII: Paul Spellman
'77 BBA (Redondo Beach, CA)
CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
Art: Anna Kay Walker '83 MA; AUSP: Denice Perkins '84
MA; Band: Lorri Moore '87; Bus. & Econ.: Jeanle Palmer
Do'(ldle '78 BBA/'80 MS; Educ.: Dr. Vivian Carter Dillihunt
'70 BSEd, '72 MEd, '86 EdD; Emeriti: Dr. Doug Mayo '39
BS; Engln.: Claire Barnett '85 MS; J.our.: Calvin Burns '74
BA; Law: John Wilkinson 11178 JD; Luther C. McClellan:
Bruce Young '82 BA; Nursing: Oharlotte Black Cavin '87
BN; Univ.College: Mary Ann Baer Capocaccia '84 BPS;
Women's Advisory Council: Barbara Hewitt Lawing '82
BPS/'84 MA; Young Alumni Council: Missy Smith '89 BS;
SAB: Justin Huffman '95; SGA: Michael Carpenter '93
MSUCLUBS
Arizona : Tpm Sawner '55 BS; Atlanta: Jerry Newsom '87
BBA/'91 JD; Birmingham: Michael Carter.'72 BSEJ.75 MS;
Boston: Bob Canfield '59 BBA; The Carolinas: Bill Claytor
'64 MAf69 JD; Chattanooga: Bob Davis '73 JD; Chicago:
Ben Weeks '62 BBAf66 MBA; Cincinnati:TBA; Dallas/Ft.
Worth : Gary Crooms '81 ; Denver: TBA; Houston: TBA;
Huntsville: Jack Miller Jr. '83 BA; Jackson, Tenn.: Bill
Woods '76 BS; Kansas Cities: Brian Sh~rpe '87 BBA/'88
MBA; Knoxville: Larry Jordan '62 BBA; Uttle Rock: Bill
Oury '62 BS; Los Angeles: Jennifer Kutz Phenicie '91 BS;
Louisville: TBA; MIiwaukee: TBA; Nashville: Steve A.
Muller '81 BS; New Orleans: Mike Finney '87 BBA;
Oklahoma: Becky Bell-Edwards '91 BA; Orlando: Kenneth
Richie '83 BA/'86 JD; Pickwick: Joe M. Cromwell '76 BS;
River Counties, TN: TBA; St. Louis: James A. Daniel '81
BS; San Francisco Bay: Amy Martin Peyton '84 BA; Tampa
Bay: Tom Rives '71 BSEd; Trl--Citles, TN: TBA; Upper
· Cumberland, TN: Ronald Thurman '84 JD; Washington,
D.C.: Daphne Lubkowitz '89 BS; Washington State:
Debora C. Daniel '82 BS
ASSOCIATION STAFF
Director • Bob Plunk '74 BA
Alumni Pubs. Editor • Tona Jackson '88 BA
Coordinator • Ray Ricossa '86 BBA/'89 MBA
Coordinator• Michelle Vinson '91 BA
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. meeting locations and co:
Prize; th~ PBS doc~en- .,
EDUCATlON -· .·.
S host events with an NM
The Education Alumni
tary chronicli~gthe civil
. staffperson..Call 901 /678- ·c hapter ho's ted the first . rights movement.
.
.
MSU Clubs .celebrated
2586'i{ interested in
·
MSU Outstanding Educa- °'
Chapter members also ·
the Tigers' successful
tion '.Alumni Awards
. hosted "Preparing for a·
servitig as -a contact for
.Dinner·a:t the Home . - ·,, Job,,; a seminar at the ·
basketball season with
your area,
food, fun
festivities at
NAA Career Fair. ·
Builders Association.
' several locations across the
Awards.wer~ presented u;.
·country.
:
·:Q. S. Dr. Otisl,. Floyd, chancel~ STI,JDENT
Alumni and fryends in
lor, Te~essee Board of
AMBASSADOR BOARD
·T he SAB's annual ·
Milwaukee attended the
AUSP
-' Regents; Dr. Fleetis P.
MSU vs. Marquette game
The Audiology and
Hannah, supervising
. Holiday-Kidnap ofMSU
to cheer for the Tigers.
Speech Pathology Alumni
psychologist, M_e mphis
administrators and staff
Birmi~gham club memChapter hosted itF1 anmial City Sch'.ools Mental ,
resulted in a ransom of
bers watched the Tigers
. reception at the MidHealth Center; Dr. Larry . ·more than 400 pounds of
canned food for 'the ,
battle the Blazers for a
South Conference on
E. McGhee; assistant
Communicative. Disorders. -principal, GermimtoWn
Memphis Food Bank.
hard-fought victory t.hat
started six-game winning Outstanding Student ~
High School; Dr. Suzanne
Approximately 30 new
streak for the Tigers. ·
Awiirds were presented to Bowman, Department of
members ·were selected fo~
Alumni in private party Kristy Starr and Debbie
. Special Education,
the board and both new .
. boxes ·at the St. Louis
Zima. The Outstanding .
.Farmington Elementary
and former amoassadors
Arena watched as the
Alumni Award was
School; and Ann C. Cox,
. were honored and welTigers roared over the
food marketing and
. corned at a reception at
presented to Brend~
Antwine (M.A. '75):
Billikins. The March 6
communications' con!'!ultPresid~nt and·Mrs. Lane
MSU vs. Cincinnati game
ant, Ann Cox and AssociRawlins''home.
was a busy time for .dubs.
BAND
ates In'.c. in Nashville_..
in Los Ang~les,
The ·Band Alumni
WOMEN'S ADVISORY
Orlando, Fla., and
Chapter held its annual .
EMERITI
·COUNCIL
Washington, D.C. :
senior recognition dinner
.: ·_ The Emeriti Club held
WAC and Women's
Alumni in these areas held at Jim's Place East, where Its 'annual Holiday Lun~
.Athletics co-sponsored a
_B asketball Binge TV
members of the board of
. cheon and meeting at the
brunch for former Lady
Viewing parties to watch
directors honored senior·
Fogelman·Executhre ' .
Tigers at the Alumni
. tlie Tigers battle the ·
members of the Mighty
_Center. Sound Fuzion,
Center as a part of Lady
Bearcats. Members of the
Sound of the South.
MSU's pop vocal student· :_Tiger Alumnae Weekend.
' new Orlando MSU Club Upcoming on the band
group, performed for the ·
.
.
· used this meeting to ·
agenda is the Kickoff '
gathering. Club members . YOUNG ALUMNI · · •·
discuss futµre events.
Party for current and
COUNCIL ,
are planning a trip to the
Summer events are
alumni band members.
' .Napoleon exhibition iii the
Potential YAC memberS'
being scheduled for clubs · The tentative date is
summer.
mingled with pr~sent
. members at a welcome ,
across the nation. Watch
Sept. 2; 1993.
..
the mail for details. Also ·
LUTHERC.
reception at the Alumni
''.• ....
in the works are plans (or
BUSINESS ·
McCLELLAN
Center. YAG serves
the upcoming football
The Business Alumni
· The Luther C. .
alumni who have gradu- ...
season. Event planning is
Chapter board of directors McClellan Alumni Chapter ated in the past 10 years:
in early stages for i::lubs in is accepting nomihatioils to hosted a r-ecogrution
With more than 50
Little Rock, The Caroli- fill openings on the board. • reception for the cast of Git active members, the Young
nas and Cincinnati.
Business graduates who
on Board, the Black .
: Alumni Council and ·
Watch the mail and "The
are enthusiastic and eager, History Month-Committee · Highland Hundred hosted
Columns" for more inforto support the Fogelman
and student leaders on
another successful.BlueCollege of Business and , ··campus. As part·of~liick·
mation.
Gray Weeke'nd including ·
·Economics through partjci- History Month and in
the "Paint the Town Blµe
Contacts are still neede<f: pation on its board should observance dfthe 25th
. anq_ Gray Tailgate," Blue/or clubs across the nation. send reswn~s to: Business apniversary of Martin
Gray Spring Game,These people are crucial to Alumni Board, MSU
Luther King Jr.'s death,
Reunion Touch Football
the National Alumni
Alumni Center, Memphis, the chapter hosted one
Game and Barpecue
Association. They help find TN 38152,
session of Eyes on the
Challenge.
•

and
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.tri~, the Grand Qanyon, ·, . : Forget ~bout home-field ,,,
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' ' T .R .' A V E ' L I N ' Bryce Cap.yon and Zion
advantage when hundreds
, T ·I G· :E R ' S NationalPark. Just . . . of Tiger fans join the NAA
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$2,.449. ,..... ''. . .
·onitsexpress•bus'to.Little
MAY
7-9 Class of '43 Reunion
ALAsKA CRUISE ·
.
.
. Rock to·see the Tigers
8 Commencement
'June :J:-13 or.July·3-if .'·. GALAPAGOS:~ .
roast tpe Razorbacks on :
20 Business Alumni Golf
iMa. The return"ofone of · ENCHANTED ISLES · Sept. 25.
1
Tournament
' . .-•,our most popular tol,lrS.
J~. 6-161199,4. Thls is a,.
Boniecoming hits the '
;:Depart San Franclsco on . ·voyage of disco'very'back in MSU canipu~ OJ). Oct. 16 as
JUNE
thi$ relaxii}.g c~se to :· · · time. Fly to,the ~oastal city . the Tiget.s tackle the ~lsa
19 NAA Board of Directors
Victoria, the snow-capped of.Guayaquil, Equad,or,
'Golden Hurricane. We'll
Recognition Dinnert
Olym'pic Mountains., ·
and OI). to the Galapagos, a ,. ride the storm together
·,Vancouver, the Inside ·
hamiting chain ofjsland.s ' with many events for the
JULY
:Passage, Juneau, S1t~a
,with futetesti:ng species of'/ ,w eekend in:c~µding a · .•
Summer Club Eventst
, -'arid GlaGier Bay. Fio~
flora and fauna. Cruise the barbecue diriner:t>n1 he·
. · $1 ;799.(not 1ncluding air ,.; ..islands for f6~ spectacular Al,l ,lllllli M,ali in the center .. ,
AUGUST
far~). '
. ,.
' · , days. Unsp9iled by man.,
of .campus. Many plans are.
Summer Club Eventst
,. , ,
· thij Galapagos rem;tln one ~ J,µ the -works for this . .
GREECE
· ofthe last outposts of
Homecoming, including a
SEPfEMBER
. June:.27:....July 9, 1993. Join ., ,~scovery. The v9yag~ ends l:i~ther .C. McClellan
.
4 Express Bus Trip,
ori·an odyssey to · · .
with a two-night ~tay in
Chapter get-together, t~e ·,.
MSU vs. Miss. State
timeless Greece. Visit the
Quito, a coloni1;tl city
H9mecoII1;ini parade and
11 "Bird Bake,"
Acr-opolis and tlie .
·iocated at the foot of the
Family. Night. _D9n't miss .'.
MSU vs. Louisville
Parthenon ·the great
.,. ·J;>ichincha;Volcano; fainous it. ,
.
'
vaults 6fMyc;riae,"Atheu'~;. for' its nativ~ Indian . .
: · _ Nov'...6 brings those
~ 25 Express Bus Trip,
MSU vs. Arkansas
·.'. Delphi ~~ Olympia. .
.cu;tu're ari'd·fascini3:ting .
rotten Rebels to ~own for ,
Little Rock MSU Clubt
· Greece i·s the "cradle of
·marketplaces. Only ··
a}!other tussle with the
demqcracy''., and' the
. , ~i.,~99. :·
.,, . Tige,r!'J. This year the
.
OCIDBER
birthplac;e ofm1,1ch of the
. ,
_.
· • . .Tjg~rs plan to run over the
2 Carolinas MSU Club,t
world's civilization, art ang . · . ,* All seati'ng is limited. . ,: ~beJs ..Join us for .an
MSU vs. E. Carolina
· culttire'. A highlight will b~· '· .Cos!s .are per, person. ' ,.
in<:Ioor' pregihne dinner at
15 NAA Past Presidents'
-~n 9ptipn~ four-day c~se .:· }Jepart~res'are fro;"',: ,
,'. ~e Colis;um: . . . .
Breakfast
· ori the Aegean Sea to the
Mempfus unless note,d._ .. • . , Th';l.Tigei:s season enas
Luther C. McClellan
islands of Mykonos i:lnd
, Write pr, call the NAA for,,,· · in s~y Miami ~~d the ' , ,
Eventt
: 'Rhodes important sites of.' more details,
~
. · NAA:is taking you there in·
16 YAC 5K Alum Run
Qrec~~RoJl1an antiquity.
· , ~ , .. s~:r.le.: Before the:game join
NAA Board of Directors
Just $'2 699. .
• ' ·
.
our'four-day;cnnse to t_h e
Breakfast
·
'
··. : '
· · i F ,O ·. 0 T B A.. L · L 'Ilahamas. 'Everything is
AMERICA'S
.
F R ·E' N. Z Y ·: '~f-3 ihduded, even the porn;
Homecoming BBQ,
MSU vs. Tulsa
·. N,<\TIONAL ,PARKS
·
·
pons fot: chee.r ing the
·. 30 Cincinnati MSU Club,t
.: Aug.' 16-30;·1993. A t;,6- · ' . 'The N.tµ is
Tigers to victory. Rest,
MSU vs. Cincinnati
-week m1:1.gnificent, delmce
another-fall frenzy·of ,.
rel~ andreJuveri~te for
-~oto:r coach tour of
f~toall fun for Tiger·
the Tigers' match:up-with
NOVEMBER
., America's greatest na'fanatics beginning with~ the Miami Hurricanes on
6 "Rebel Roast,"
· ti,;m~ pdrks. D1,1ring this
expres.s bus trj.p to··
,.· Nov. 27. ,
MSU vs. Ole Miss
· -inspiratio~aljourney,
Stll!kville; Miss., to watcb . Call 901/678-?586 for
27 Bahamas Cruise, t
:you'll ~njoy.Amenca's . . the 'Tigers 't angle with the ·~ complete information
MSU vs. Miami
, national treasures, sym- '·
Bulldogs on Sept. 4.
, . concerning Football Frenzy
.bols .o fotir co~try's .
,;:':the following week ·-,~- ,activities . . '
·.
. ·gi~atness. '}:'he ~~citement brings;the Louisville , ,
.·" . .·
arid glitter of Las Vegas is ' Cardinals to town for 'acat ·. ;,'
t Dates I events are tentative or
~ added treat. Includes
·and ~ardinal game, ·Join; ·
to be announced.
•· Yellowstone; Grand Teton; .. fellow alumni _and fal).s at~ . /'· . ; . • _. ;, : ·.. ,
For more information on events
,-Jackson Bole, S~lt Lake . "Bird Bake" featuring.fried ·
: · · ·'· . ,
listed,
call the Alumni Center at
City; Arches National
. chicken at the Mi~-South . .,;. .... . .,. ··..
901 / 678-2586.
Park, a Colorado River
Coliseum.
.
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·'36 PHILLI; 'KENNE'.l'H

'70

annual Promotional Materials
DAVID B, DOWNEN ,
Contest spoIJ.sored hy the·
.(B.B.A.) is stqre manage~ ·o f
Residential Sales Gouncii'ofthe •. .H en'r'y Woolf Men's Wear in
:National,As~ociation of Real½Jrs'.· Germantown, Tenn .

SEIDMAN (LL.B. ) has been re, ·
appointed to the American ·B ar
'.As~ociation's Cotiimittee 9n '
.i:Est~t'e
and Gift T1;1xes,
:"I
:,,

,.

I,

1f

\!

,1

'

' ··B!LLY J . GLOVER (M.A.) has '
·been ~e-~lected superin~ndent of ,
' ~cI--fairy County (Te!ln:) ~chools.

<

,1 .t

''50. DR. ROY s . MARTIN

(B.S.) i:s clitector of family ,
DIANE BUSH ZANONE'(B.A.,
'services and senior chaplain ~t
M.A.''67)·i!J president of Zarion!J
Cook-Fort Worth Children's
' & Associ,a tes. consulting firm.
'M~dical Center. He holds clinical
' She was,(or.merly,director of
Dr. 'M
,
facuJty "kppoint,me~ts at t\}'o ,
employee assistance programs a't
nursing schools ~nil visiting
Baptist Memorial Health Care .
WAYNE ,J .', ·
clinical 11ppointwents at the
System jnc.·' · ·
; •
. ,i ARMSTRONG J~. (B.s.,·M.A:
Universjty of Texas Schools .of
f '61), A).umni Associ.a tion district
,Medicine, Allied Health and
director anp captairi' of tb'e 1960
, . Gr11duate Sch.pol of Bioll}edica),
~THY BAILEY MAYS >,,
MSU
football teain, represented
' Sciences in Houston, and ',
(M.A.) ha,s been elected supetjnthe
sixth
district
of
Tennessee
at
Graduate School ofBjomedica1
tendent'of Chester County
the Republican Nationa)
Sciences ih Houston.
.C
..
(Tenn.) s ·chools .
I

1,'

'6lnR.

•

'

·,
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,,, '54 HERBERT L. NOTOWICH

'6 7 JOHN' M. KIRK (M.B.A.) is

(B.S'. ), a principal in the firm-of
Plastico in Mempltjs' has been '
elected president of the Interna,
tional Association of Plastics
Distributors.

1

dean of business and finance at
State Technical Institute in
Memphis.' ,

CATO JOHNSON (j3.S.Ed.); ,.
senior vice president of corporate
·affairs for Methodist Heaith
Systems in'Memphis, has been
selected chairman of Leadership '
Memphis,for 1992-93. He is a
member ofMSU's NM Executive Committee.

'68 LOUISE POPE ARNWINE
(B.A.) has been named first vice ·
president of National Bank of
Commerce in Memph'is,.

HANK COCOZZA (B.S.) is EDI
manager with Inchcape ,
r Southern StMm in Mobile, Ala.

'62 BYRON M. GRAVES (B.S.)
'60 DR. WALTER BODINE
(B.A.) has edited Ling,~istics
and BibJical Hebrew, which
includes two of his essays. THe
book is published by
Eisenbrauns.

has retired' after 39 years of
service·at Memphis Light, Gas &
Water Division.
·

'' NANCY FOWLER
TREADWAY 03.B.A.) has been
, elected national vice president
for collegiate chapters of Sigma
·
, VERVON DAVIDSON (B.s :) has Kappa Sorority.
i'
•.
retired after 31 years of teaching
and has been appointed media
WILLIAM RENCHER'
coordinator for .Iowa by Ameri(B.B.A.) has been appointed
can Asspciation of Retired
associate·director, pharmaceutiPersons.
cal research, for Schering-Plough
JAMES F. SPRINGFIELD
HealthCare Products.
' (LL.B.), senior vice president at
Union Planters National Bank
in Memphis, has received the
OSCAR W. MAY (B.S.), a
Peterson Distinguished Service
retiree from Buckman Lf.!boratoAward from the National
ries, has been elected to
Friends of Public BroadBuckman's board of directors.
,castinf

'63

'64

DR. MARION R. WELL~ (B.S.,
M.A. '63) has been appointed
associate dean. of graduate
studies at Middle Tennessee
State U,hiversity.

32

'65 NICK FRENCH (J .D.) and
his wife, Gail, of French & Co.
have been awarded one first and
two second-place prizes at the

GEORGE W. BLASINGAME
(B:B.A.) has been named chief
executive officer of Response
Communications Inc. in
Memphis.
JAMES E). ECHOLS .(B.B.A.),
president of Hohenberg Bros.
Co., has been elected president of
the American Cotton Shippers ·
Association.

MAGALY RUBIERA MENOCAL
(B.A.) has been named assistant
editor of Exito newspaper, a
Tribune company publication.
She lives in Coral Gables, Fla.

DONALD J . VALDEZ (B.S., J.D.
'75) has been promoted to
associate director of anti-piracy
and regional counsel for the
Recording Industry Association
of America Inc.

DR. HELEN KOCSIS RAUSCH
(M.S. , Ph.D. '72) has been named
to the professional advisbry
board of Epilepsy Foundation of
America.

'69

BRENDA COLEMAN RIGGINS
(B.S.Ed, M.Ed. '73) has been
selected as 1992 Home Economics Teacher of the Year for
Pinellas County, Fla.

GASTON R. BUFORD
(B.B:A), Navy commander,
recently returned from a fourmonth deployment to the
Antarctic with Naval Support
Force Antarctica; Port Huem;me,
Calif.
ANDY COBB (B.$ ., J.D.'73) has
been elected president of the
National Kidney Foundation of
West Tennessee Inc .

.

W. BARRY McGEE (B.S.) has
been selected director of the
Memphis National Center for
Urban Partnership Team.
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SUSAN A. THOMPSON (B.A.,

1 ,

M.s: '79) is director of compensation a'n d benefits at Smitn & "
Nephew Richards in ~emp~is.

·

·
·
·
'78· PAMELAD.
HUDSPETH .
(B.F .A.) has been prdinoted to
director ofinteridr design at , ·
Will,i ams Tr,ebilcock Whitehea,d
in Pittsburgh, Pa.

E

' MARSHN-,L W, MART~
(B.S.E.T.), Navy lieutenant,
. pa,rticipated in two m~jor
maritime exerctses, RIMPAC
;J : COURTNAYRUDOLPH'm ,
(Rim of the Paci/:ic) '92 and
I (B,B.A;) has been promoted to .
i,, Tandem ~hrust, with ,se~cemen
•DEBRA TURNER McDIVITT
vice;president with Morgan·
from Canada, Australia, the .
Keegan & Co. Inc. '
(B.S.) has been named indepenRepublic ofE,orea, Japan and the .,.
. dent sales director for Mary ,Kay
ANDREW TABER (M.$. ), d~puty . United· States.
Cosmetics.
administr'ato~ of inmate services . RICHARD McCLARY (M.S.),·
DEBI SHENDELMAN (J.'D.) has · for Shelby County Division of
director of the Memphis-Shelby
.. been selected for the 1992-93
Coi;rection, has been eiected
Co~nty Safety Council, has been '
class of Leadership Birmingham .assistant treasurer for the ·
appointed a.m~mber- of the .
(Ala.),'. a·yearlong ,p rograJil
National·Association of Blacks in Certification'Committee of the
~ focusing,on issues. of im'portance
Crimtnal Justice.
National Association or'Amuseiri the community: She is also
merit Ride Saf~ty Officials.
director of the Community
ELLEN BETH VIZZI (B.S.) has '
Relatjons Committee otthe
been named.trade show ..
MA,TTHEW T., MILLER (J.D:),
Birmingham Jewish ')!'edera.tion; administrator with Tnomas &
Army capt'ain, is a judge
·
Betts Corp. in Memphis. She was. adyocate with the 1st Armored
1
formerly a marketing as~istant ' Division in· Bad Krev:i:nach,
for Alcoa Recycling Machinery
Germ~ny_.
. BENDOWNEY (B.B.A.)has ' Services.
· ·
'
,
'
•
!• ·\
bee~ · promoted .from ·seruo.r ,c.on< j!.
WILLIAM C. STARR (l3.S.M.E .)
sultant to manager with Deloitte
is a captain in the United States
& Touche in Dallas.
~r Force stationed at Nellis
I
BOBBYA CROMwELL
•' AFB, Nev.,
JOHN F. GARN~R JR. . (B.A., {M.Ed.) has been elected,
M.P.A. '90) has been'named direc- superintendent of Hardin
GWAINE.W. TON (M.S:) ha:s
County (Tenn) Schools.
tor of Shelby County 911.
been promoted to director of
:elanters Nationh.l Bank, has
b~en appointed to the Southeastern Regional Advisory Boara of
the Federal National Mortgage
Associaj;ion. '· . ·
, ·

man'ager of new business ,
development with Smith /Jr,'
Nephew Richards.

.

Company.of Georgia's Memphis
district .
MARK W. McBRYDE (B.B.A.),
senior accountant with Bean &

I~on, .CPAs, has passed the
Tennessee State Board of
Accountancy Certified Public
Accoun_tant exam. ' '
FRANCES EZELL
MOONEYHAN (B.B.A.) is a
flight attende,nt for American
Airlines based out of.Raleigh,
N.C. She and her huspand;
Frank, and their son, Ryan
·Philip, live in Camden, N.C.

0

-

'80

DAVID SCHWAB (J.D.) has
bee'n promoted to vice president
oflegal affairs with Medshares
Management Corp.

'

I

CAROLYN C. KESSINGER
(B.Ed., J.D. '85), partner in the '
law firm, Wolff Ardis, has been
appointed vice chairman of the .
Professional, Officers' and
ROBERT D. HUFF (B.B.A.) has
Directors; Liability Law
. l?een promoted to vice presidet1t.of .
Committee for the An).erican' Bar First National Bank of Pl;iillips
Association.
County, A:rk. .
JACK LUNN (B.A., M.B.A. '83)
is account manager with Mar~ha
McDonald & Associates in
Memphis.

NANCY TAYLOR JOHNSON
(B.A.) is a medical lab technician
for Alpha Therapeutic Corp. in
Memphis.

FA1TH GRIFFIN MORRIS
(B.~ ) has been nam~d vice
president and managing director
for Burrell Public Relations Inc.
in Chicago, Ill.

LINDY MacDONALD WILLIAMS (B.A., M.S. '91), former
alumni coordinator for MSU
clubs and special events, is now
director of evening programs at'
Christian Brothers University . .

'82

investor relations a~d financial
KIM~ROUGH GATE,S (B.B.A.),
president,,of c_}ates Appraisal Qo:, ' servic'es with Arca,dian Corp.
' '
has recejved her MAI designation.
'''
MIKE' ARMSTRONG
JEANNETTE GRAND (B.:8.A.)
, (B.S:Ed.), married the former
has bee~ appoirited sales support Donna Lynn Reagan ofChattamanager for Compa,q Computer
nooga, Tenn. He is minis~ of
Corp. at the INFOMART in
education for First Baptist ,
Dallas.
Church, The Colo,ny, Te~as.
1
JOE R. HORTON (M.Ed.) is
RONALD ASPLUND (B.B.A.)
principal of Ramer Junior High
.has been promoted to SElnior
School in Ramer, Tenn. ,
accountant with Fouts & Morgan

'84

GREGORY HUGHES (B.A., M.S,
'85) has been named administrative director of the Life Center at
St. Joseph Hospital and Health
Centers.

STEPHEN R. PARRIS (J.D.), a
former district attorney in
Colqmbia, Tenn., and Fprt
Worth, Texas, has joined Pa,ul
Van Ness & Associates in Dallas. VAN A. KENT (B.B.A.) has
joined AZO Inc. as human
He and his wife, KERRIN
HENDREN °PARRIS (B.B.A. '80, , resources manager.
J.D. '83), live in Fort Worth wi~h
thei'r children, Katie and Joe.
PATRICIAPINK$TON
CAMPBELL .(B.S.M.E.), '
me~1ianical engineer;at the
MICHAE.L GLENN
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
(M.B.A.) has peen nained senior
Commission, has begun law
vice president of catalog sales
school at the National Law
with Federal Express Corp. in
Center of George Washington
M_e mphis, .
University.
'
WARD MAYER (B.B.A.) has
RIC!if,.RD L. CARMAN (B.B.A.),
been promoted to vice president
medical .practice consultant and
with Morgan Keegan and Co,
financial planner with J .H .
Inc.
Shoemaker ancl Co., has been
LINDA KRAMZER
designated by the International
PHOTOPULOS (M.B.A.) has
Board of Standards and
been promoted to director of new Pr,actices as a certified financial
business development from
planner.
'

'83

'79 RUTH JOHNSON HILL
CM.Ed.) is legal librarian and
adjunct professor at Loyola
Marymount University in Los
·Angeles.
J . BARRY JENKINS (B.Ed.) has
been promoted to vice president
of Morgan Keegan and Co. Inc.

''

ED LAND (B.B.A.), senior vice
president and director of
markets trading for Union
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'81

CPAs. '
MICHAEL DEMSTER (M.P.A.)
is vice president of the Regional
Health Care Division for
MEithodist Health Sys,tems in
Memphis.
'

r

DEBRA FISHER ROBIN~ON
(B.A.) is advertising manager; for
Tri-City Reporter in Dyer, Tenn.
JAMES E. SELBE (M.S.) has
been named assistant dean for
extended prograrils at MSU's
University College. He was
formerly coordinator of the
Higher Education Alliance in ·
Crump, Tenn.

T H E

COLUMNS

MARY HILL GARLAND
KRIESE (B.S.), owner of Ashlyn
Hill Interiors in Memphis, is
presiden~ of the Memphis Delta
Gamma House Corp. and vice
president of Women's
·
Panhellenic Council.

KIM TAYLOR DAY (B.S.Ed.) .
has received her Master of ·
Science degree in mathematics
from Middle Tennessee State
University. While attending
MTSU, she received the Harold
S. Spraker Award for the
outstanding graduate student in
mathematics.
MARKT. DeKANY (B.A.),
Marine corporal, is with the 26th
Marine Expeditionary Unit
• flying United Nations relief
missions into Sarajevo, BosniaHerzegovina.
RODNEY HATLEY (J.D. ), Navy
lieutenant and judge' advocate in
China La¥,e, Cajif., was recently
awarded the Navy Commendation Medal by the secretary of
the Navy for provjding legal
services to service members and
reservists in support of Desert·

T

MITCHELL R. HIGDON
(B.B.A.), senior vice president
· and manager ofMunfo.rd Union
B~nk in Munford, T1mn., has ,
been elected president-Ellect of
Young Bankers Division,
'
Tennessee Bankers Association ..

LISA TURNER SPURLIN (B.S.)
has been promoted to regional
expert in whole effluent toxicity
with the United States Environmental Protection Agency. She
married Steve Spurlin in June
1992.

'86

(B.B.A.) has been pr;omoted to
manager of the Life Insuranie

Shield and Desert Storm. He
also has been admitted to the
California Bar. · '

CHRISTOPHER S. INGRAM
(B.B.A.) has been promoted to
director of human rei;;ources for
Westchest1;r, N .Y.

ROBERT T. ARMOUR
-·· (M.A.) is an attorney with
Haywood Law Office in
Brownsville, Tenn.

'85 WILLIE R. HARRIS

The Memphis State's chapter of Sigma Chi Fraternity
will be holding a REUNION in conjunction with Homecoming on Oct.16, 1993. For more information call
Michael Dreve, 8635 Wilderness, Germantown, Tenn.,
38138, 90ln56-4895; or John Dickson, 525 Tavern
Circle, Atlanta, Ga., 404/394-5504.

DR. PHILIP SIEGEL (D.B.A.)
holds the Fiesta Mart Chair
of Excellence in Accountancy
at University ofHoustonDowntown.

DAN C. STRINGFELLOW
(B.A.), Marine first lieutenant, is
stationed with Marine Tactical
Electronic Warfare SquadronTwo at Cherry Point, N.C.,

CONNER I;IIGGINS (B.S.,
M.B.A. '91) is a field representative for GNB· Inc. on the WalMart account.

AITENTION SIGMA cm ALUMNI:

I-l

E

ap.t, is stationed in Jacksonville,
;N'.C., with Helicopter Squadron. 261.

BRIAN WHITE (B_, B.A. ) has
been named reimbursement
manager St. Joseph Hospital
and Health Centers.

at

'87 MITCHELLE. CAS!:iELL
(B.S.E.T.), Marine first lieuten- ,

COLUMNS

ANDY FIE,LD (B.S.Ed.) teaches
biology and coaches football
and wrestling at Kirby l:figh
School in Memphis. His ·
wife, LISA JACOBSEN
FIELD (B.F.A. '83), teaches
art and coaches volleyball a.t
Evangelical Christian
School.

SHIRLEY DAVIS CONNER
(B.A.) has joined Graceland as
assist.a nt sales 'l:nanager.

RUFUS "BUD" FORREST III
(B.S.) has been.promoted to
senior food technologist from '
'
/J/'
:,.-,
TIM CORDER (B.B.A.) has been . product development technolpgist with Flavorite Laboratories
named director of sales for The
•i n Memphis.
Pe~_body Hotel Group.

' TODD HOPKINS (B.B.A.).ha,s
received his Master of
Business Administration from
Butler Un)versity and is
president of Office Pride ,Inc.
in Indianapolis. He and his
wife, Michelle, live in,Franklin,
Ind.

JIM KIRKLAND (B:B.A.) has
been na~ed program director
for WRVR, FM-104.5 and
WOOZ, FM-94.3 and AM-68 in
Memphis. He was formerly . ·
ANDREW C. KNUTSON (M.S.),
prdgram director at WDCX in
Navy commander, has retired
from active duty after 23 years of Richmgnd, Va.
service.
MARY D. NORVELL (M.S.),i s a
,part-time counselor for Birth-.
DR. CHARLES L YDEARD
(M.S.) has received his doctorate right of Memphis Inc. ,
in zoology from Auburn UniverERIC J : PAINTER (B.F.A.,
sity.
·
M:B.A. '91). has been ni;tmed to
the board of directors of the
KATHLEEN TSANG MAN
Memphis Junior Chamber of
(M.M. ) has been recognized as a
Commerce ..
nationally certif'ied teacher pf
composition by Music Teachers ·
ANDY PARK (B.B:A. ) has been
,National Association.
promoted to southeast sales
manager for Technicarbon Co.
JIM MARCONI (B.S.M.E.,
Inc. in Conyers, Ga.
M.B.A. '92) has joined the staff
of Gates Appraisal in Memphis
DAVID L. SIMPSON IV (J .D.),
as a commercial appraiser.
a certified public accounta,nt,
has joined the firm of Stanton,
ALISON B. SMITH (J .D.) has
P .G.
'
been appointed staff attorney
. t
with TPI Resta11rants Inc.
MARTI.NA. WAKEFIELD (B.A. ,
M.A. '91) is iixecutive director
of Memphis Black Artists ·
Alliance.

TERESA MILLER ELLIOTT
(B.B.A.) is senior business
analyst in orthopedics with
Smith & Nephew Richards in
Memphis. ,

'88 CAROLINE BOWERS
(B.S.N.) is a family nurse
practioner and 'primary hea).t)1
care consultant in Atlanta, Ga.
She recently received her Master
ofNursin,g degree from Emory
Unive,rsity.
MARILYN I. CALIFF (M.F .A.)
volunteered on the Smithsonian
research expedition to Costa Rica
in July to observe eruptions of
Arena! volcano.

JAYNE RUSHING LOWERY
(M.Ed.), computer instructor
with the Huntingdon Special
School District, has received the
Vpcatiohal Teacher of the Year ·
Award for business and office
education in Tennessee.
KELLY WEAVER PARSONS
(B.B.A.) h as married Rick
Parsons and lives in Memphis.
SUSAN McGUIRE ADAMS
(M.RA.) is a medical sales
· representative for SE~LE·
Pharmaceutical. She Jives in
Florence, Ala., with her husband, Richard, and son, Jon
Thomas.

'89 KELLEY DAWN TAYLOR
CLACK (B.S.Ed.) is program
director of Southeast YMCA.
MICHAEL A. HUSETH (M.P.A:)
is service line director for
emergency services at.the
Regional Medical Center at
Memphis.
CAROLYN I. McGHEE (B.S. ,
M.S. '91) is director of campus
activities and special events
at Christian Brothers University.
JERRY E. MILLIGAN (B.A.),
Marine first lieutenant, is
serving with the 26th Marine
Expeditionary Unit flying
United Nations relief missions
into Sarajevo, BosniaHerzegovina.

I

I

STEPHEN NIELSON (M.B.A.)
has been promoted to section
manager from section leader,
product engineering, for
Schering-Plough HealthCare
Products in Memphis.
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CYNTHIA BRO'OKS '
CHRIS Ii, :QULBERTSON
SARA •RE
MIDDLETON (B.B.A.)'kah
(B.S.E.T.) has been named ,;
admissio
administratiY!). !J,,S sistant in 't ~e
computen 1ystems,mana&'er with ;S9u the.rn
. · Office •of.Ini,tjtutional Advance- ·:·:, Askew, Nixon, Ferguson & Wolfe . Center in .
. ' ment-at t he Soti.th~rn Baptist'
'• in.Me~phis:: ',_
•.
.
'· '
) lduc~tioqal C~rtte:r in'Olive · .
EVER
., Branch, Miss. . •·
'
, . ¥1'.
. , .E (B.µ.A. \ ... ,
. ·
, ·, · ,· , , ',
. 9:fJic~ mana~er of~?ff, D~vis ;&
·
, .. Dilley, CPA.s, has passed,the • ..
'l'ennessee·Efortifi¢d Public ,, ·. ·, , ·
Accountant exam." '
·,
·, ,, .. :•;,,',I.
,\

•

'

'1~:·~-

,•

:,> ,

I

~

•

'

l

·TT .. · .-:- . ,,,

•

•

I

!

:,

~

•

;MAXWELL FANtbM '

' . /·· STACEY
h'
, .,
.. ,., ~ '.,
"\. (B_.B.A.) has _pasised the , ' .
•
. ·DR. DA~D SERGEANT (Ed,D;) . .
· ·:Cel:tifi'ed Public Accountant .
:{~
' ' . ·' is chairman oftlie Department of .,:,..' ·
·, ... v, ~~aIJ:·, -~~,: , ,: , , ''. _ ._ - :· '.' ';:
'. EdiicationatLarnbutp.Up.ive_r~ · .-·'·"·t
,
;EMIL.Y:KIRK(B.A::) has. ~ee~- ,:; :':-- SaraRemeur
• · -:~ • , . ·-s~ty i9 Jackscih,, Tenn. H~-was
.,
, .:,',, ~wru:.d~tl :' thre_e•.Y:~~ ~c~olar- ...</ ,
.. · ·, ,fonnerly,high/ sch9ol priniri,pal or '
. ·, In-Law-Award from the
- /' " ;-. · - - - - - - ~ - ' - - - ~ ' - - ' - ,
.,
· : '' . CynthiaBrooksMidiUeton'·.
,
··
, · ,,,,
u··mv~rs1yo
· " 'fi fW as
. · h ,ngton1n
·' < •
. The
.... ., Ai;neri1<3n
_,, .. ..School
' . .,of' ·,. ··•.·\·"~':.'
t. ,
oarcelona_, ~Pl!-ln, .. ·-· > '. ,,, / ·_
• ' ' .
•
'
;, , ' "'.,, '
Louis Mo. .
' ..

·? f·,.

's' - ·.

...

,

· , .-

- ~·,

'l-:,

.-

••

-•

·'•.

ANQIE•l\1,-.-Bpl,.OMITQ (B.A.)
h~s lieen nameg direct9r of · ,:
.:. , quality-management by Trinity- ,
,. Jleal}hC~reS,etrices\ n '.. ': . ' /
- Memphis. ~ · , . , :
. ·:, '..

,.

•

~•

·~

~

••

~

r•

t ~-

~HA-RON M9OJtE (:)?A) is a · , _
.cqpy'wtiter"ror, WMi'.;-Ra~io. in
.. ·:. •
Menu\hj.s. She recently begap. , .'... ,' ·.•
' gt.adua:te"sc~ooi at¥emp.his -~. >c 1;~~_'. :·•
St*te_to pursue a master's,, .
":. / -~

G~LLltN•. ' ; \."a,e~_
ee

-~ r ~:~LE~~
ii) ~nglisl( '·, '' :' ·:.. ·'· :• ', '::_·
TW.ENTYMAN (B.P.S.))nitrried- . ' 'JQHN '.['. NICHOliS (-M,S.) has ,.. · i.
• ,
Donald Graha'.m Twenty_m'iui Jr. , pai3sed the Certiii:ed P~blir ;
:__ }:
!?'r{' :, .. 'inAtigust.S~e-is·direct~rdffo. ·, i.'~ccotiri.ta'nt~iam. ':, -,;·•.
.u,,
;, ; .,. .'
religious' education at:S.t. Piiul's '' ! ••;;i,
•• · - .. ,' • • • • • '
Michelle Vinson ('91),
. ··.': Church io: Zu,mbroUt\ Minn·. j·· - S_t;i.riRR;IL~ MOSBLECH .,
an
MSU alumna and
,
-. . · .J
, .- , ,
· ·RANP.ALL-(M:E~.) has.been ..., .
"E ·z.- Ki ii
''',AMY EVEIRS' W1LSON (B.A.) is . named Oiikland )lllem:en,_t'a.r-y ··,. · · , mi Y_· r .. _ ,,. .
.
former cheerleader, has
married to, DARRYL WILSON •
i992 Teachefcifthe Year and•, ",.: "'.' ·' · , . •·.
. .
been named coordinator
· CB:A.).'She is a high scbool '· ,
,Fay~tte County'fe1'!1:her o(the. : ,B-~EN1'O~·J .._;NAIR (M.S.) ~s. , .,· ·
, teaclwi: and·he is a fil~ ·~nd ._. · ~ea~. She lives in Som!lrv:ille ,. ·... -deai;i of sti,i~entsJiJ St:. Bep.~cJict ,,. of special constituencies
: ~deo ~chn,i.ci~r1. Th~y' ~v~ in '"·· ·.-Ten!.!,: ,. . _·
School ut '
,··. for MSU's National
.e Nashville.
, ·~
"- :' ..
STACEY SAG.ARA SHIGAY:A _. . , _
_ ;_ . . .~-- , _. _, ·., Alumni Association.
.:.1, .
,.
·,
(M.S.) marriedStevi!n' K. . -~ .:_ v_:r,CKYL'. SO,WE,LL _(B,1 -),has •·.,
Vinsonisoneofthree
Shfgaya on Sep.t. 5; 1992,' in· i;,.' b~eitJ~moted ~a,n~ relo~~te~, to ','coordinators for alumni
SMITH
•.. ,.
'
Sioux City, Iowa, to become ... , :.
' '· ,1, · ·. t CYNTHIA
T.,.
Denver, :wtiere' they r ~ de, ,,
·
...
.
·
,.
activities at the Univer• ,~ ,
D ET,RICn (B.A.) married.- Todd . ,
. -'•, .
,
.
,. region h'u:man r()source project" • .
~.:-"
·. Dietrich on Sept: .5, 1992.- ;
~ ·.· KELLY .SBIPMAN'(B.S.:(d) ii,
geher~list with MCI Services ,_' . :
sity. Her responsibilities
··
{· ·
·
·
..the_libfarian at Coming • .. ' , Marketing lI).c. 1
·
.
•
include coordination and
-, ,.JEh
·a·sR!Ye_nLn.,Fam?Re,dLEJvi'!ce(Bpr.Se.s.E1_-d,Te_n:~t-9Jf~ . ~J en.i_~nt{lry-. She receritlt . ;:..
CYNTH:T: .'rE.'.E TO
-· D
.- 'D (n .A
.,'.)
. . supervision of the
.·
""
.
receiVed per Ma:1:1teq1f L1br~ry . . . . J!.t1C '"1 _.
. , +'• ... · • . ,·,' •
. Ree:es•Wi!lfam~ Jnc: in DeS,oto'
Science ·degree fr?in Uiiiversity
re~~l~e_d the Com~un_1ty ~ervice .- Luther C. McClellan
. Co.u nty, ~JS$, ., ,• '
·" ·;
,of Tennessee Knoxville. '
A~ard and Scholarship at ~h_e_
Alumni Chapter, named
·. · · - .~
' , , ·
, . , · .' , _,
' ·· ' ·
-·. , . ·
·• Miss.Tennessee P.ageru;it in
15
DA':{1,-) w_. lI~LL (B.S.E._T_.l
',. KIMBERl,Y.MIE~;NER 1 • ;_ t'· ,,
June, She ha11 a,lso t ~ceived : •
for MSU's firS t black
. 'P~rt1~1P.~~ng 10 -~he·m;in:~~e. .
, WINSTE~ {:S.B ..11: ) is field , '·· · the'-Most· Outstandifig,Recetit . '. , ..,. graduate; the Young
· exercise., Tan~~m T~u~t · . -: · operations coo~dinatorfor Ducks · Gr'adua'te ~ward from. Z_e ta ..
Alumni Council, which
. aboard th e ~?ed rm13sile crwser Unljmited lnc:.in Mein.phis,
Tau Alpha ·S orority. ' •·
serves alumni who have
· USS Ar~ansas. •
,
',..
· •· · ' · '
- , . · .. ·
·
'T~EYB:OLLIN~ SWORTH
··1 ,;_ • ·• ::- , · ,(RO,~ ~D~AUOHN (B .~.C.E.J if · graduated within the
..,
.. , . • , - ·
·
· ·,• .
•·
' •~ proJect engmee,r for ENSR .
, • past 10 years; the
(B.RA;.) has_i,ece~v~d.his_~ster ,.
ACE M. BAfLEY . ~-consulting and·Ei:igirreering ih ..
of Bu.su1e·s_!l Ad_m1mstra_t_1.on _
't,,lorence,
A•-k. · , .
Women's
Advisory
,(B.B.A. ) is ·manager for Southr,
ru
C
d~gi,1eef:tom.EmqryUmvers1ty.·
western Bell Corp. inWichita, "_
~
_,
ouncil; International
TT
,
· ,
Alumni·, Senior Alumru·
1
_-He.._lives in Atlanta. ·
• .
.• s,n.an,,
a,nd ~:recE:
_h t paf tioipa~t in :
•

<.· -'

<'. ·" ·,··- .'' .... :=::~d,f,~

,. ..,

"< ·,

· · , ,90'

, · ··

· ,·

~

;91 ._c ~p_

!92

'PATRICIA JOHNS.ON (B.B.A.) , Leadership Development
. . ·'
MARY KENNEDY
•has l-teen-pt omoted'to Marine ; _, Program. ~ ,, ·..
. ;'
. ANTHONY,(B.S._M .K) rs·
' ·./'
first iieutep.ant. She •is -stationed
·
· associate research engineer; .
DR MARTHA E BRADSHAw
at ChE;ITY. Pd:int, N .C. .
,.h
'
.'
. trll:uma, w{th SmitJ:i & Nephew ~·.
,
~ (Ed:]).), ,vic{l chancellor fox:
R' h d , M • 1,, •
..
c
~
·
.
·
P
McLAURI"r
(Ex.
·
.
...,
.
'-l
"'·
1
t
. ic, ar _s~n· empv1s . .
Ml
.,
ms"1tubona i.u,ve opmen · at ·
-M.BA) has been pI'Qmoted to · · Cutnb.erland Universitiy,in ·
LINDA GIAROLI MANERS marketing·group ieader with .·
L~banon, Tenn., has be'e n named' (B,S.N .) rece'n tlyjoined the '· '
. Buck.inanLaboratorles Iri'ternavice president of development for ,Univers.i ty of Tennessee,
~titmal Inc.
"'
Ch( O~ega Foun4ation.
. ' Mempllis, as a re~earch' nurse. ,
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(55 and older); and

' various ongoing pro-

· l events
grams an d socia
sponsored by the NAA.
Formerly, Vinson was a

job developer with ITT
Educational Services Inc.

E
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San Antonio, Texas, She has
.Cecelia Elizabet~ Allen to
, three sist;e;rs, Chondra, Cabrielle
Nancy Brooks (B.A: '8i3) and
and Camille.
Bobby D. Allen (B.A. '7~. MA
'84) on-July 25, 1992. She bas ari
·William,La'ft'ettce Hall to
older brother, Janies George. .
·carol-,Mead·(B.S.Ed. '78), and
Lawrence B. Hall on July 2,2,
. · Keegan Dane and Ethan Col.:
• , Baldock to T.ainmf and Ra,ndy . 1992. They live in Powell, Ohio.
'Baldock (B.B-.A. '83}.on July 23,
Neely:Jan~tte Henderson to
. 1992, Theyha:ve a sister,·
Jan and ·Ed:Henderson (B.S. '76)
' ·· ,,. A~tlIDin.
.
. .
on July 9) 1992. She has a
·~..
._
I
Jonathan
David Balrto Janice
· b1;other, E: Bradford.
Johnson (B:s:~d. '77, M.Ea~'81) ·
Jonathan Maury Holliday to
and Brian Bal.I on Oct. 2, .i~92.
Ile has a .brother, Michlc)el.Brian. Susan Wade (B.S.Ed. '85) and
Chris 'Holliday (B.S.M.E . '85) on
' Vict6ria Elyse nedwell t~
'Auf 11,1992.
Jean.Lott' (B.S.Ed, '83) and Jeff
. Bedwllll TB.S,E .E. '-88) on June 8, Jared Rafe Horton·to Joe R.
Horlon (M.Ed. '82) on Jan. 13,
HJ92_. She has a brother, Wesley
. 1992. They l~ve in Selmer, Tenn,
Mi¢liael.,
\

',I.

•

· Cory Bendell 1;9 Debbi~ and
Abbie Deonna.Madden to
Phillip L :· Bendall (B:A., '92) on
Tracie Taggart' and Kenny ~"
Ju1y 22,'.1992, ·
. · M~dden, (B:B.A. '84,_M.P.A. '87)
. .~
.
.. on A~g. 5, 1992. She.has a
David Hainilt<>n Boyd to•Joy ' ' brother, Tra-c~. They live in
' McPherson ca.:P.S. '86) and
, Little Rock; Ark.
,
,
Nathan Boyd Ori Mey 13, 1992 . .- - C 'd Ala M
'
.
Ka
.
'h
· .. o y
n a~essto ren
He has a brotheJ:, Jonat an. ,
Skelton (B:l3,A. ,84 ) and-Keith
.Elizabeth Caroli_ne Brown·to
Magness (B.S,E.T. '89). He has a
Millicent and Terrence N: Brown !lister, Courtney.
·
(B.A. '76) on July 15, 1992.' Her
Aimee M~e.Mill.er to Julia
.!!iblings are Alexander, '.Abigail .
and ~usafma:
·
Thompson (B.B.A. '83)' and Sandy Mnler on Aug, 13,
·1992'. She has l:irother,
Rex Jerinin,is Br.own to
. Trenton: They resia(l in Mt.,
Rhonda and.Joel Browrt (M.S.
' J~_liet, Tenn.
·
'.82) on f',ug.-13, 1992 .

John Patrick Town~end to
Patricia Towecy (B.S.E:E . '83)
and Joel Goff Townsend
Elizabeth Fay Schadrack to
(B.S.M.E. '82) on June 30, 1992.
Kim Rucker (B.S. '84, M.Ed. '8.9 )<- He has a brother, Stephen.
and Bruce Schadrack on June
William Andrew and Emily
18, 1992.
:Anne Vanasek to Mary
'Christopher Michael
Whitaker (J .D. '84) and Gary
Stalcup to Dia.nne Stallings
Vanasek (B.A. '73) on Aug. 11 ,
(M.B.A. '91) and Greg Stalcup_
1992.
(B.S.E .E. '89) on May 20,
JQhn S. Wilder IV to Ava
1992.
Uppleger-Wilder (B.B.A. '86) on
Shelby Taylor Statom to
June 29, l,992. They live in
Deborah T_;iylor (B.A. '81 ) and
Mason, Tenn.
Mack Statom on July 25,
Huhter Aµthony Young to
1992, They live in'LaVergne,
Kimberly Oeding (B.B.A.''87,
Tenn.
M.B.A. '90) and Tony Young on
Christopher Hun(S'\risher to June_·29, 1992.
Kelly K. fl tint (B.S. '82) and ,.,. ,,
All alumi'ii live in Memphis ·
'Stephen Swisher on June 7,
unless otherwise noted.
·
1992, in Santa Monica, Calif. .
.Ri~hard R,e ese Rose (B,B.A. '85)
on May 30, ,1992.

'

.

a

Celine Weiske Mojica to Stacy
(M.B-.A.,91, J.D. '91Yand Mike
JeffCalametti on Aug. 22, 1992. ,Mojica on Aug, 19, 1992. They
. live in Plano, Texas.
· ·
. .- Taylor McNeely Ellis to
· Angela Hodges CB.S.,N. '92} antl
Anna C9le .P111lme to Sharon
Sweeney (B,.S.Ed .. '82, M.S. '87)
Conn Ellis (B.B.A. :&8) on Sept.
24,1992.
.
and Daniel Pallme (B.B.A. '86) ·
' onNov.f7,1992.
Valerie Blair Favazza to
Ian Andrew Park to Deanna
Sharon and Mll,I'k R. Favazza
(B.S.M.E. '84) on July 23·, 1992, . and Andy Park (B.B.A. '87) on
She has a sister, Anna Lauren. . July 22, 1992, in-Conyers, Ga,

Hil~cy Rose Calanietti.to
Karen :Brumit (M.A:T. '90) and

Christopher Hunter ·Field to
Lisa Jacobsen (B.A. '83) and ,
David Andrew Field (B.S.Ed. '88)
on Ju,ne 26, 1992.
·,

Lillian Eiizabeth Greener to
Elizabeth Arm~trcing (B.J3.A. '84,
M.1~.A. '85) and Shawn Michael
Greener on S~p_t. 12, 1992. They ·
. liye in' Middleton, Del.-

Zachary Tyler Gr.imes to
Barbara Ramey (B.F.A. '87) and
Scott Grimes (B.S.E.T. '86) on
June,li, 1992. They reside in ,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Chelsea·Arielle HaU to
Cathy A. (B.S.Ed. '74) and
Ronson Hall on Dec. 26, 1991 , in

T . If E

1

Ashley Michelle Reeves to
Ljsa,Wheat (B.S.M.E. '81) and
Robert B. Reeves (B.S.E.T. '80)
on April 14, 1992. They live in ·
Eads, Tenn .
Grant·Matthew Ricossa to
Patti Brown .and Ray Ricossa
(B.BA. '86, M.B.A. '89) on July
23, 1992. 'He _h as an older
brother,Tylet.
.
Aaron:Crawford Raymond
Roden to Lauia and Michael
Roden (J.D. '82) on July 30,
1992, in Nashville, Tenn. He has
a sister, Bethany,
·
Richard Cameron Ro~e to
Stacy Harper (B.B.A. '85), and

COLUMNS

Elma Roane, Pouncer and Margaret S chwam gather at the Lady Tiger
Alumnae Weekend co-sponsored by Women's Athletics and the Women's ·
Aqvi,sory Council. (Photo by Ruth Eliason)
-
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' Annie •E , Strong:(Dip:· '1 6) ◊n'. .•
· .July 30,'1992, in Atoka, Tenn, ,

,

//

\.:

'

•,

'

'

Marguerite Griffin'(M.A '56)/on'
Pe't er M, Lawson ('.73)'on Nov.
A~g. 27, 1992;in -B righton,
, . 1992. , , , '.
''I

'

:2,

~ary Goodbar D.raper ·(~ip. '17)
Tenn.
·, ' •,•, . , : · Maude Taylor Walker (M:Ed.
onQct.13,:1-9,9~,fnR,in~spor,t, . .Dr .RonaldL'.Brad,ow('57) ori ·. ,i '~3}on0ct,-, 1_7, 1992:'
J-.,',,: ·'- T_eni;i, ...•_·.
,. ·.
:·.,_,..·, ·· Jan. ,8, 199,3 ;inRaleig~, 1'.tC.
··"; R \/ CM'll (ME
· d ~- ) '
,
,
,
,. , __ .,
. -- uuy . 1 er _ . , 74 on
1
Fi-ances Lewis Clark (Dip. •23; · · Willi~ Cliff6rd.Murphy (LL.B,. ' Dec. 5, 1992., · • · ' ·
1
·' .'36)cinSe,Pt.26 1 1992 .
., ·
58)°on;Oct.·~,i'99~.•', .
) · •,Ri'i,.: d; J,'. R'·': J.. (:J·· n ',: ) ·'
'! ,
,,
,
,.
,_
.
'.
, ,
caar . - .ran r . ._ . 74
, on
Era Weaver .Richiriond (pip. '24)
Robert E. Tribble Si\ ,('58, J.~.
· March ,13, }992. •
0
9
- ,n'Sept. 5, 1
':711,on,Nov. 23 , 1 ~9
Rev, WilliamEdw·a~d Hcirton . '
.

_.

, 'i','.\_.

?~- '.

7·

,• ,·' ' ,, :

;:. ,;, '

MSU
I,

Joseplii,'n.~ Aiiensworth ('26) on ~
Mary Nichols Williford (M.A: ;
,(M.Ed; '75) on Dec. ?, 1992. .- ·: ,
Nov, 8, 1992.
·
,. . ''59) onJan. 3,-1993.
, ., .
,
,
.,
• · , ·- ,
Ja'mes M . Kelly ('76) onOct. 22, ,
Mary Short Anclerson ('30) on
· B:obby ¼ion'. Mo~an ('61) on D; c. · ·, 1992.
"
'·
· '
, D~c. 19, 1992. ; "~.,
.
·' 31 ; ~992,
''
·
. .
,
.
.
, Joy Lorn.ax Martjn (M.P.A '80,
,Margaret M. Gavin ('31) on Nov: · Fr~nkA. Quinn ('61) on Sept.:. - 1- Ed:1:>.' 190)·on.Nov. 30, 1992. '
'11 1992
.
21)992, in Pl.ant~tion, Fla . . ·
·.
'
' ·
,
,,
.
,
,
Lanny J. Phillipr, ('.~0, B.N: /88) . ,,
James L. Bridges ('35) i,n
t
~u Ella McC~wn Moser ('62) o,n . on Oct. 24, 1!}92,
Belzom, Miss, .
' N?V, 8, W92, . .
. J . ' E
n E b, ('St Ms '84,)
, ayne .· m ry
, . .. ·
n/Leighto~ Milton B:;illew ~40)
Jack C, Carli's le (LL'.B. '64)on'
on Nov. 27, 1992 . .- ",
·

,\ 1~9f;

. - .'·,. - ;. .

on

·Ann Rker Bail~y ('43) dn Oct •.: J ; nice Elm,oJ;e Allison ('68; · ·,'
1
27, J992.
,
, . , .. , ' '
1 M.Ed: '. 71) on Mmcn,20, 1989, ,,

I

l;lhl!,nno~ A: Wilson ('82) on Dec.
2,4, 1992.
B h M.
Chri ff·(M
' 'p A
e~
oore
sto
.. . .
'87)on' Dec. 26,,1992.
· .
·. •,.
. ,
,
, Kimberly Patrice Morrison ('8'()
on Oct. 2, 1992.· '
John '!'horn~ "T~~y'~ Pi~ne.r

. Hel~n Be~ard·M;ore'C43;M.A. .:. -Constance Op;e~arl JoHnsori
t'88) on Oct, 1, 1992, in
'60) oil Dec. 31 1 1992.' ·
. ~ (M.Eq: '68) 6n' Oc~. 3, 1992. , :, . Knoxvjlle, 'Fenn.
. .Royline li'~nriell Hodnet~ C47) on,
-Oct. 26, 1992. .
(

~

,·

-~.

..

. Di>~a'i.~Jarie s;reet ('69) on·; ,
· mc:·6, 1.992: ·
·.,

Leona' M, Craig ('89) bn Sept.\ 0,
1992: '
• .
, . .

! ..

J

John W, Nort,on ('47) on Sept. · · 1 ~Ida Moo~a,n_Benne,tt,( 70,)·.
_20; 1992. ·
• ·,, · o_n Dec, ~5, 1992.
· Willie Rook (47, M.Ed. '69) on ,
Aug. 25, 1992. , . · ·
·
.i; mes L. B~gess (LL.B. '49) o~ .
,, Nov; 29, ,l99_2 . • :·
.
Roy L , .G riffin (LL.B. '50) 6?
Sept. 11, 199~.

D~William T. HafI!i)ton ('51°/ on
~ov. 15, 1992. ·. ·
Gra~e Jacksqrt Kraft ('52, M.S :'
'_64) on ~ov. 27, 1992. - ·:
.1.

}

Iriii'McCorkle ('51) on Jan. 9,
.1993:, in.Union Cjty, Tehn.

M~

, r

•

Neli

1

Qombs Sc~~t ('52,
M.A, '59) ort Sept. 16, 1992; in ,
·Sehnei-, '.fenn. . . :
>-

"All.alum;;_i lived in Memphi$
unle1>s otherwise· noted.
,- ,,:--

,

Mary'Louise ~ead Rehkopf('70, ,
MA '72} Oil Sept. 4,.1992,'in':
At)anta. .
·
· J', ·

.. :, , :

Melbina L. Saliba,' ('50;.M.A. '64)
' oh b ,ec, 6, 19~2.
'.•..., ,. ,

,

Darlene P~cini Moore C70) ori
· -~ -~v. 24, :J-992.,
. _ .,

·, CQR.RECilON -.'. ·,,'

11·

-,

'

; ,'

:>\('

· In the Winter 1993 issU:e
':ofM,erfiphis StateMa;gdzine, :
Moms Cohen,C'6~)'and Percy .
J . Henry ('64) wer.e erroneNell 'GaJe Joy4 '('71: M:A: '75) '.o n
ously listed as cj.eceased. lri ; .
. Sept.'1 8,1992., .
· -~
. actuality; Cohen:Iives in
. Dons Langley Woods C]v1,Ed: ·, . TitusviU_e, N,J . ,Percy J: . •
· '71) on O\:t. 7, 1992 . ., · · •., .•.
Henry Sr. is deceased, but
'i •
,
'
.,:.
'his son, P . James Henry ;Jr.,.
Vernita .B.-Dpggett (M.E.~. '72)
lives in Arlington; Tenn. .
on Qct:_1,l992_. .
We regret a~y'inconveBe~' Downing ('72) on Sept. 23,
. nience these errors ,may have
_1 992, U} Blytheyille, Ark. ·•
caused the family and ·
friends of. these people. . .
Errol ·F . Rendrix ('72) on'O'ct.
1992. ,.. ,.
'
Dr.' Sa:lli •L Rosser f 70) ~ri. Nov,
'19, 1992. ·
.'

,

•

{

Supporter,
Schultze,
Dies
Benjamin R. Schultze
('64, M.Ed. '68), retired
military man, teacher
and MSU Distinguished
Alumni Award recipient,
died Dec.1, 1992, after a
long illness.
Schultze retired as an
Army major in 1961
after 20 years of service
during World War II and
duty in the Philippines
and Korea. He later was
a Junior ROTC instructor in Memphis Public
Schools from 1967 until
retirement in 1978 .
Schultze and his
sister contributed
$105,000 to establish the
Belle McWilliams
Scholarship and Lectureship Fund at
Memphis State in
memory of their aunt.
He and his wife also
contributed $25,000 to
fund a computer laboratory in the MSU History
Department. In 1988 he
received the University's
Distinguished Alumni
Award.
The family requests
that memorials be given
to the Belle McWilliams
Scholarship and Lectureship at MSU.

0

o.ri-;,a,~. 12, 1993', in ~~hens, Ga; .-. Nov.
'T. EileeI). :fippin ('40) on D/!C, 12, , , Nancy SNer c,Iaypool (M.A. '67)- '
1992. , .
..
o~ Dec. 7, 1992. . '. •.
-._,
,
,;·
.
-'•·
,:·
. ...
1
GladysMohler.Parry '(LL.B. '.41)
Willia,mRobertWhaley' ( 67, ' · .July 2g, 1992 . .'
. · .. : ,,
~-S_. '71) op' Sept. __1_9, 19,92°.
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H,

1sad~t~ Baer,
" , 'President Lqne
. , · Rawlins,
· De,'l<,nis Bae,r
and Jack I '
· May~r,'co. · executors· a,nd .
, frie~ds of•
. Elaine and
Rol)ert
Hoffmann; ,
·. , discu1s plans
' ' ' fo,r the
:,:, ' $100,000°gif't'
. Urr,ir;ersity.
(~hot'd by Torn
V{offora ·
••j

'.'•'•

Founded

I

·oo
·: . he 8ecil C. Humphreys '· .
1

I

'

,,.

,'

'·

•

~

,

\

:

.~

I
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'i,, r.,

,•

~d Jig~: I!~ was.,assistartt Jqdge

-T .

,,
Scho~l or'~a~ has fe?~ived,'_: , advo_cate, mide_ Geri~I'al.M acArth'ur: ·., :'
· · a maJor gift m. memo.cy of , , a:n,d, J-i;i.dge p.dvocate m t4~ ,nth : - ..
-:one of its former deans:'· _,,- ·, . · · . ' lnf~tcy Division . .,' ' ,.
. . ' . .':
'
I Elaine Hoffm~; who died:iast'
, , '·,. Nier the·War, he ,beclmle delm bf, '
:'(year,deff a '$IDO,QOObeques~ t? ,., I, .' the Uaj~erS\ty,ofMemp¼,( L~w,' ' .
endow a,fellowship in memory of . <i" School. He seryecl in °lhis ~~pac~t:t: ·
, .· her brother, Chan~llor Robert · . ·· .: ,from)952"'62 until,it merged 'with_
Hdffin.an. ·The gift i,s, the largest '
the Cec.il c:·Hl1ffiphreyr, Sc~ool of ''
, given by 'a n indi~dual to th~ la\.Y , L~w. D,urin~.thi~ tinie, ~offmarui _
· 'school.'
_... , ·· ,
· .. \ \
. . als,o workep: Gener~ Ses~ioo/3 ·
. ' l;Ioffmann a:tte,ndea Qeorg~toyvn. ... ,\ Goµr,t and, eventually becamp ;- ·
U:q.iver'sity and served ·in World V./:ar: . chancel~br 1n. P~.I of Ch~c~ry ,,;II in New Guinea, the Phillipines ,. ,Court. ·..
'
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Memphis State is launching
The Fortunate 500, a support
group seeking significant funds
for scholarships, fellowships
and general academic enrichment.
The Fortunate 500 will be
composed of individuals who
give at least $500 annually to
MSU, and convince a friend to
do the same, said Rodney D.
Baber Jr., chairman of the
1992-93 Academic Fund.
"The goal is to bring in new
donors," said Baber. "We are
trying to recruit people who are
willing to make an investment
in the future of higher education in this community."
Baber is a managing director of Morgan Keegan & Co.
Inc., and a trustee of the
Memphis State University
Foundation. A 1972 management graduate, he has chaired
two highly successful employee
campaigns within his firm.
The organizational meeting
of The Fortunate 500 took
place at a reception at President Lane Rawlins' home in
March.

'--~ ~ - , - - --
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.,.........-,-,...-,--.-=,--,-;-;-:;,-:---:--:--

hrqugµ the efforts o( '': i : J;h~ t~t3/ ~outit r;u~ed:bas'irt'!.
more ~han 425 volunteers . ,,.- ci:eased'steadily. _, ,. ,
from MSU colleges, schobls ' .'. The prel'iiµinary total for the I'. :
,' and alumni chapters, the 1!;192 Fajl ' -1992-93 Plii:mathonis .$3$5,100. The $3SQ,OOO•~--'-,,-....,.-'---,--------+-.......,,--:;:·--,
, Pl;ionathon ·esta,blished a'new , .
'.total fut the Spri,ng Phon~tbon, · . • . $300,000H--c.,..+--,-.........I'--::,~'-+---,
... ..record in, pledgeEl. :,-_ J ' ' "
••
erided 'm 'M4rcll, J.S $9~,4§~i ' ; ·; •i $2~,0?0 +c-.,,---,..--,---u,
' '' Fall pl~es totaleci'.'$241,673, a 17 ' a~ 11-pei~_e nt ~c~e.~Ele,oveda,st . ; . ;· J;0~,000-+---,,.--.--r.,r
' per~nt~cxeasebverlastfall'S'f.otal. ·
year.Alumniand'fnends ·across .t he ·- :· ..
I
'I.,
,_.
',
\
.· "\
ul'
'ki•~. / ~• $150QQQI
·•· The numl;>er of pledges also ,_ - · .· na:t10n Tec;e1ved,.phone ca s a:9 , 1_1g · ,:, . ·,.·.'
.•incr~~sed to '6,928, i.nclij.i:ling 965 , ; .. tb.em fo dor:i~te 'tor,schol;,i'.rship~, , ,:,' , i\09.ooo
new pi~dgeEl. More than 5_5 0 alU;IrrQi . d~p~meµ.tal 4eed$ or t};le generat .: , '. ; . $50,POO
and.friends pledged a larger gµt .',, .: , Aca'.demic'Fung.> · ·.. ~ ·., .:'_ .:, i. • r ·~ .. ~o
'.t his year ~han laElt.'The ~v:e;rage
, ,. · . If yqu didn.;t r_e~Eli~) a ,Ph,9ne e~ .\ ,, .. , ..
. . _
,
,
. ,pl~dg,e _wa~'$3f88;•" · ., . .. :- . .
\ ,, bI1t would ~*e, to·ni~;a,,pledge _o~,a . " Ph~nath~11,{o~;li fo: the pas f r/v'e years, T,he: .
· , Dunng·the,•la~t few yea,rs 1 t}:ie , • ,.. gift, pl~ase,call the De,veiopn:i,~nt .:. , . (otal,for: 19[!2,-93i,s·prelimin,ary, s,ince spring ,
nun;>.bir ~f.peopre who pl~dg~ .~d. ·., <;>nice fit ~Ol(MSU;Gtf'f.: . ' ': ,' ,· ·,. ; ' pledges;a~(still,b'eing tdlfied:
';.; ,
I
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P~oyides, JVr~azj.ingfu,1,··, · ·: ,
Academic
MeTIJ.orial
Support Group
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The Alumni Association 'would
' Roy E. Barnette'(LL.B: '54),'on
· l.;oQella Sancl}ez Johnson {M.Ed.
, , like to expre~s sympathy. to . ·
Nov.,21, l:992. ',
'72) onOct.' ,24','1992. ( ' ·
·• lam~lies and friends bftl-te•,; '
'
'
· ., llo ·
·
Mildred Boyd ¥orrison' ('54) oh
Bernice .J ones McClanahan .
·,·1° wing:
· ,' .
" ..'72 ) on Nov.r 24, ,l 9f,)2,
. . ,
· ·,·•,,
,
, l'{ov.17, 199,2; in·CIpyer, S"'
.0-.
·.' (M., Eu
J,essie Watson Boone (D,ip.~ 115;, ·
,
' ;26) on Pee.' 7, 1992; .in .
Gwendolyn Britt:Garner '('56) on ' Janet Tucker Siler (172) on Oct.. ,
H'umboldt, Te~n• '
Dec. 30, 1992.
·
'
..29; 19~2.' ,
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SPORTS

1993 Football Schedule
9/4
9/11
9/18
9/25
10/2
10/9
10/16
10/30
11/6
11/13
11/27

@Mississippi State
Louisville
@SW Louisiana
@Arkansas
@East Carolina
Arkansas State
Tulsa (Homecoming)
@ Cincinnati
Ole Miss
Southern Miss.
@Miami

6pm
7pm
7pm
TBA
12:30 pm
1:30pm
1:30pm
TBA
1:30pm
1:30pm
TBA

Junior Anfernee
Hardaway helped lead
the Tigers to a 20-12
season. He was name.d to
several All-America·n
teams, including the
Associated Press AllAmerica. I,:i March,
Hardaway. announced
plans to forego his senior
season to enter the 1993
}rational Basketball
Association Draft. (Photo
t,y Mike Murray}

Times indicated above are Central
Standard. For information concerning
season tickets, see the season ticket
brochure in this issue. For individual
tickets to any game, call 901 I 678-2331.

• Highlights • Highlight~
• For the second straight year, the Tiger basketball team received a bid to the NCAA Tournament, The Tigers
played Western Kentucky University at the Southwest Regional tournam~nt in Orlando, Fla. The Tigers have
participated in 14 NCAA tournaments since 1955, compiling a 16-14 recora
The Tigers finished second in the regular season and the Great Midwest Conference (GMC) tournament.
• The Lady Tigers .finished their season 12-15. They placed fourth in the GMC tournament in Memphis.
• MSU's handball team captured its eighth consecutive national championship title.
• Memphis State hosted the Great Midwest Conference tournaments for baseball and men's and women's track.
• The Tiger football team anticipates its second winning season under Head Coach Chuck Stobart. Last year's
team compiled a 6-5 record with no loss by more than iive points.

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----7

We Want to Hear From You...

-

.

-

D Please send me a complimentary MSU National Alumni Association D car window decal D bumper sticker~
D Please contact me about
D MSU Club D Constituent Chapter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Please send the information requested.
Name of Club/Chapter
D Address Change
D Name Change
D News Item for "People"
D Birth Information
Name -~--'~---'--'-"-'-'-'---'--'---'-'-""""-'--'-~--SS# ----,---'---'--------- Year/Degr~e ---'--'--__.;;._ _
Address
Phone _ _ _ _--,,:'---'-...;._a-~

Left to right: Keith Prilliman, history; Prakashan Korambath, chemistry; Daniel Clark, electrical engineering;
Catrina Echols, nursing; Amy Braswell, education; Donnie Treadway, law ; and Kelly Johnson, art.

Thanks to more than 7,600 alumni and friends who supported the Academic Fund this past year, Keith, Prakashan,
Daniel, Catrina, Amy, Donnie, Kelly and hundreds of other
scholarship recipients are having the chance to graduate
from this great institution.

You Helped Make The Difference!

City ------""-'-'-''-'---"'---''---....;__--';....._- State--'-'------------

~ Memphis StateUniversity
If you receive more than one copy of Memphis State Magazine, we ask for your understanding and hope you will contact the
Alumni Center to verify mailing information. Ifyou have friends who would like to receive the publication, please ask them to call
the Alumni Center. Alumni news items and photographs are welcome, but we regret we cannot be responsible for the return of
unsolicited materials. All verifiable information received on graduates ofMemphis State is printed in the order it is received and
as space permits. Photographs will be used at the discretion ofthe editor. Mail to: National Alumni Association• Memphls Sta~
L..?niversity • Memphis, TN 38152 • Phone 901/678-2586 • FAX 901/678-5215. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
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